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Abstract   

The focus of the thesis is to systematically develop methods to incorporate multifunctional

nanoscale materials on various substrate surfaces. The multiple functions that the model

systems are expected to perform involve combining the performance of individual nanoscale

materials working either in parallel or in sequence so that overall the device could execute

multiple tasks.  In addition, the nanoscale materials have been combined with conducting

polymer to improve their functionalities.  The model systems that have been developed are

primarily metal or semiconductor nanoparticles (NPs) embedded in polymer substrates.   The

materials were generated by using chemical or physical methods.  These materials have

potential applications in chemical and biochemical sensing, displays, opto-electronic devices

and in chemical catalysis. Thus, the underlying theme of the experimental investigations,

carried out in the present thesis, has been to find newer chemical methods to immobilization

of nanomaterials on various surfaces. 

First of all, a new method of storage of nanoparticles on the anion exchange resin

beads is reported. This method of reversible storage and recovery of silver nanoparticles (NPs)

in anion exchange resin beads based on the principle of ion exchange. The Ag NPs were

stored by exchange of anions of the resins, which were previously activated with a mixture of

OH− and NO3− ions. The so-stored NPs could be regenerated by addition of NaBH4 solution

to the resins.

A natural extension of the work is the chemical deposition of bulk as well as nanoscale

metal particles on the surfaces of polymer. The method is based on ion exchange of salt of

metal with commercially available resin beads followed by reduction of the metal ions using

NaBH4 as the reducing agent. The sizes of the metal particles deposited could be controlled

by controlling the concentration of the reducing agent as well as the deposited ions.  In this

way we could deposit bulk metal particles of Au, Ag and Ni as well as nanoparticles of Au

and Ag on the surfaces of the resin beads.  In addition, we were also able to deposit multiple

kinds of particles such as Ag and Au, Au and CdS and Au, Ag and CdS on the surfaces.
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Further, the above method was extended to generate Au nanoparticles (NPs) and

polyaniline (PANI) on the same cation-exchange resin beads and demonstrate their use as

multifunctional devices. The Au nanoparticles immobilized in the resin catalyzed the

oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid and PANI deposited on the beads can subsequently

detect the formation of the acid by the color change.

The work done so far on various polymeric surfaces were further extended to generate

lithographic pattern with quantum dots in a polymeric film. The principle is based on a

combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches in which a metallic (transmission

electron microscopic) grid is placed on a polyvinyl pyrrolidone film containing Cd2+ ions,

which is subsequently exposed to H2S gas.  This leads to the generation of a fluorescent

yellow colored pattern due to the formation of CdS nanoparticles on exposed parts of the film.

 Also, we have used the same method to generate patterns in two colors by starting with a

green fluorescent dye incorporated in the film and following the same procedure in which a

patterned yellow / orange colored CdS nanoparticles are distributed over the background

fluorescence of the dye. We have also extended this method to generate pattern of PbS

nanoparticles.

Finally, a new method of imprinting predefined patterns of composite of Au and Ag

NPs on a glass substrate based on the generation of NPs in polymer matrix and then using the

composite to imprint pattern on glass substrate using the principle of soft lithography.  The

heating of the substrate at elevated temperature helped remove the polymer with the retention

of the NPs organized in specific patterns. The patterns could be in the form of parallel lines, of

NPs separated by a distance on the order of 1 μm; they could be crossed lines, made of arrays

of Au NPs, separated from each other by about a micron. Additionally, these Ag-Au lines

could be used as templates to deposit conducting polymer such as polyaniline by a simple

chemical method.
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1.1 Introduction

As we pass through the first century of the new millennium, we are destined to witness

the immediate impact of developments in science on technology and at the same time

technology and other market forces driving the development of science faster than ever.  This

can be expected to be more evident where the properties of materials would be required to be

tuned with extraordinary precision, in order to fabricate integrated devices with molecular

scale materials.  A natural choice in this regard would be to use materials with molecular or

nanoscale functional components.   The advantages lie in their stability and tunable properties

as amenable to molecular and nanoscale materials in comparison to bulk materials.  While in

the syntheses of molecular scale materials principles of chemistry are primarily used, the

nanoscale materials, however, can be generated by a host of techniques based on principles of

chemistry, physics, biology and engineering.

That the physical, chemical and biological properties of materials can be tuned by their

sizes and shapes, once their dimensions are reduced to nanoscale, has created research

interests, in generating newer materials and methods with potential application in industry, not

witnessed since the beginning of silicon industry.  Historically, use of nanoscale materials

goes back to Egyptian use of hair dyes1, gold paints on glasses in European churches2 and

Wootz steel3 used by the crusaders in Europe.  However, these developments were based

more on empirical studies than sound scientific understanding of the phenomenon.  Officially,

it was the creation of gold sol in 1857 by Michael Faraday4 and explanation of properties

based on clusters of gold atoms present in the sol that started the modern version of nanoscale
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science.  The surface plasmon resonance behavior of metal clusters was subsequently

explained by Mie scattering5. Feynman, in his famous lecture, on 29 December 1959, at the

California Institute Technology, laid the foundation for control of properties of materials at

the nanoscale and subsequent use for technology 6.  However, it was not until the 1980s the

implication of properties of materials with nanoscale dimensions on industrial application was

realized.  It was then the word “Nanotechnology” was coined7 by Prof. Norio Taniguchi

stating that “Nano-technology” mainly consists of the processing, separation, consolidation,

and deformation of materials by one atom or one molecule’’which was further developed,  in

more detail by Dr. Eric Derxler.8

Enormous growth has taken place in terms of synthesis, structure formation and

demonstration of properties of materials at the nanoscale for the last two decades9.  One could

possibly say that a basic foundation of nanoscience and nanotechnology is already laid by the

cumulative works of a large number of scientists throughout the world.  Now, it is incumbent

on the scientists of the present generation to develop principles and demonstrable models for

the use of nanoscale sciences in various applications including chemistry, material science,

healthcare and medicine10, energy11, the environment12, space technology13, information

technology14 and similar applications.

Technological applications of nanoscale science would require generation of newer

materials, their systematic assemblies and nanoscale functional structures patterned on two

and three-dimensional substrate surfaces.  Fortunately, a large number of synthetic schemes
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are available for the generation of nanoscale materials15.  Also, there have been significant

developments over the last two decades on newer lithographic techniques that could either

create patterned surfaces or deposit nanomaterials in the form of well-defined structures such

as arrays on a substrate surface16.  Among the nanomaterials, solution synthesis of coinage

metal nanoparticles (NPs) such as those of Ag and Au and semiconductor NPs (popularly

known as quantum dots) of oxides and sulfides of heavy metal such as ZnS, CdS, ZnO and

TiO2 have received extraordinary research attentions because of their special chemical

(catalytic), optical and electronic properties17.  For example, surface plasmon resonance

absorptions of Au and Ag NPs have high oscillator strengths and occur in the visible and near

infrared region and the absorption maxima are easily tuned by size and or shape changes.  Au

NPs have been demonstrated to be useful as quick and easy optical probes for genomics and

proteomics applications18.  Examples of attachment of biotin to streptavidin functionalized

colloidal gold are aplenty in terms of solution detection as wells as in the form of array

sensors19.  Small Ag and Au NPs are also good chemical catalysts and are therefore of great

significance in synthetic chemistry applications20.  Further, Au nanorods have been potential

cancer therapeutic applications through the hyperthermia treatment using their near infrared

absorption properties21.  On the other hand, photo-luminescent and electroluminescent

properties of quantum dots can easily be tuned by their size and shape selections and also by

heavy metal doping of the NPs22.  Incorporation of these unusual properties of the metal and

semiconductor NPs into functional devices used in the field such as photonics,
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optoelectronics, bioassays, fuel cells and chemical catalysis are now subjects of great research

activities23.  

Although great strides have been made with respect to generation of nanomaterials and

nanoscale structures and subsequent demonstration of their functions, there is much scope for

development in the organization of NPs into functional structures.  This is especially true with

respect to immobilization of materials on supports that would act as multifunctional devices. 

Lithographic methods such as scanning probe microscopy (SPM) 24 based methods of

transferring colloidal materials are limited with respect to the nature of materials to be

transferred, surface profiles and also are very slow in terms of rate of deposition of materials

on the substrate.  On the other hand, electron beam lithography (EBL)25 ion-beam lithography

(IBL)26 and other similar lithographic methods are limited to the generation of patterns on

substrate surface.  In this respect, soft-lithography27 based methods of lithography offer

significant advantages over others in terms of nature of materials to be deposited, ease and

cost-effectiveness.  Soft-lithography based methods also offer subsequent processing of

materials for incorporation of materials at several stages where lithographic imprinting can be

complimented with chemical reactions for enhancement of performance or chemical

deposition of other materials on patterned surface as defined by the lithographic imprints. 

Overall, chemical methods and soft lithography based methods offer a lot of alternative ways,

which might otherwise be difficult if not impossible using other form of lithography, in

imprinting organized NP structures on versatile substrate surfaces.
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As much as the methods of generation and subsequent imprinting of nanoscale

structures are important the substrate too plays a pivotal role in making devices that are

convenient and relatively easy to make and also provide flexible alternatives to other

substrates like silicon and germanium.  Glass is generally the material of choice as support for

its rigidity, cost-effectiveness and also for ease of functionalization using common chemical

methods.  In addition, NPs can be attached to chemically functionalized glass surfaces by

covalent bonds, or through electrostatic interactions.  On the other hand, organization of NPs

on metal surfaces has been an attractive option for organized deposition of NPs.   Among the

metal surfaces, Au has been the surface of choice due to its ease of preparation, stability and

ability for functionalization with thiol, amine and carboxylic groups thereby allowing

depositions of organic monolayers28. It is also possible to imprint structured organic layers on

Au surfaces using thiol as the linker group.  In this regard, apart from Au other metal surfaces

such as that of silver and aluminum have also been widely used29.   Similarly graphite surface

has also been a suitable choice for deposition of quantum dots and other NPs30.

The mechanical and chemical flexibilities offered by polymer substrates make them an

ideal choice for systematic deposition of nanoscale materials.  Since a large number protocols

are already available for making conducting polymer surfaces in polymer electronics31 they

can be incorporated in the generation of hybrid functional structures consisting of polymer and

NPs.  

The availability of a large number of synthetic methods for the generation of metal and

semiconductor NPs, the opportunity offered by several lithographic methods that are currently
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in use and possibility applications of multifunctional devices with nanoscale functional

components have inspired me to pursue, in my PhD thesis, newer methods of immobilization

or synthesis of metal and semiconductor NPs on various substrate surfaces.  The NPs could be

immobilized on a polymer substrate, on glass surface or they could be synthesized in a

polymer film supported by glass slide.  Also, of interest was to pursue the possibility of such

structures for functional use as catalyst, sensor and for information storage and other polymer

electronic applications.  In pursuing these works I have developed newer ways of synthesizing

metal and semiconductor NPs under various conditions keeping in view application potential

and also developed newer lithographic principles that could pave ways for futuristic devices

with nanoscale functional components.

The primary objectives of the investigations reported in this thesis are described below.

1. To find a new method for the reversible storage of metal NPs in ion-exchange resin

beads and subsequent recovery for appropriate use.  This also provided a new way

of bead-immobilized NPs for use as chemical catalysis, in any solvent, eliminating

the need for the use of phase transfer catalyst.

2. To find a general method for the synthesis of various bulk as well as nanoscale

single and bimetallic particles on resin surfaces. The general method developed

herein could be used for deposition of semiconductor NPs as well as composite

metallic NPs, using chemical pathways.
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3. To generate Au NPs on the surfaces of resin beads along with co-synthesis of

conducting polymer polyaniline (PANI).  The Au NPs were to act as chemical

catalysts and the polymer was to sense the formation of the product colorimetrically.

4. To generate patterns with quantum dots on polymer films, using a new gas - solid

reaction in the presence of a metallic grid as the mask. The generality of this method

for patterned growth of quantum dots was also to be demonstrated.

5. To deposit Au NPs with sub-micron scale patterned arrays on glass surfaces, using

commercially available compact disc as the mold and metal-polymer composite as

the ink. Further the patterned Au NPs deposits could be used as the template for

further deposition of PANI, on non-functionalized glass substrates.  

Our initial idea started with the possibility of reversible storage and recovery of metal NPs

with ion exchange resin beads.  The idea is that when NPs are charge stabilized in their

colloidal forms by stabilizing agents such as sodium dodecyl sulfate, polyethylene glycol and

a host of other reagents which have strong hydrophilic groups, they should also be stabilized

by solid resins which have ion exchange groups in addition to the hydrophobic parts just like

the common stabilizers of NPs.  When we pursued the experiments we observed that

commercially available anion exchange resin beads, when suitably modified, could trap Ag

NPs by exchange of the replaceable negative groups of the resins. For the purpose, we had

used amberlite IR-400, a polystyrene divinylbenzene copolymer with terminal trimethyl

ammonium group. We also observed that chloride ions of the resins needed to be replaced
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(activated) with nitrate ions and OH-. When Ag NPs were synthesized in water by NaBH4 and

then passed through a column of the activated resin beads then the NPs were trapped in the

beads with no detectable presence of them in the elutant. The NPs could again be recovered

into the solution (from the resin beads) in the presence of NaBH4.   Further, the NP loaded

resin beads have been used as a catalyst for the reduction of a dye. We discovered that the Ag

NPs were stored in the beads in the form of oxides of silver. 

A natural consequence was to find out whether NPs could be generated in the beads so

that the possibility of size, shape and oxidation state changes during the transfer could be

avoided.  In addition, since the amount of ions exchanged with the bead could be controlled

the particle sizes could possibly be controlled.  Also, would be it possible to deposit one or

more kinds of NPs and bulk deposits of metals and semiconductors.  In order to achieve these

we started with cation exchange resin beads amberlite IR-120.  Prior to deposition, the resin

beads were activated with hydrochloric acid, to introduce hydrogen ion in the place of sodium

ions that are present in commercially available resin beads.  The beads were then kept in

solution containing the salt of appropriate metal ions.  The beads when taken out and treated

with NaBH4 produced metal NPs or bulk deposits, depending on the concentration and nature

of the metal cation present in the original solution, as was evident from change in color of the

beads. The particles – both NPs and bulk deposits – were very stable even for months.  The

general method developed in this way was used to deposits NPs of Au and Ag, bulk deposits

of Au, Ag and Ni and also composites of metal and semiconductor NPs.  
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Once the method of deposition of metal NPs (especially Au NPs) on resin beads was

developed, we were further interested in depositing PANI along with Au NPs in the same

bead, in order to develop a multifunctional device.  One component of such beads, such as the

NPs, could be used as catalyst while the polymer would act as the sensor for the detection of

the product formation. In order to achieve this, first Au NPs were generated on the beads

followed by PANI generation from anilinium ions, deposited on the same bead, using H2O2

as the oxidizing agent.  The polymer-Au- NP composite so prepared was used for catalysis of

the oxidation of glucose and detection of the product gluconic acid by observing the change in

color of PANI.  Overall the catalytic properties of Au NPs and the acid - base colorimetric

properties of PANI were used for glucose sensing.

One of the requirements of device fabrication is the organized and predefined deposition

of the functional elements on the substrate surface.  As described above, we were working on

polymer based devices where the functional components would be NPs.  In our laboratory,

one of the important research activities is the development of lithographic principles using

NPs as the components.  Also, important to mention here is that our laboratory is interested in

lithography in color at the micron and sub-micron scale resolutions. My previous works on

depositions of NPs and polymer on resin beads provided me an opportunity to extend the

work in the realm of lithography.  We became interested in generating patterned quantum dots

in polymer films.  We have developed a new method in this regard using a combination of

top-down and bottom-up approaches. Polyvinylpyrolidone (PVP) was chosen as the polymer

which was deposited on glass surface as thin film.  When the film contained Cd2+ ions
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(starting with the original solution) and then exposed to H2S gas formation of fluorescent CdS

quantum dots could be observed.  Once the film was covered by a metallic grid mask

(typically a transmission electron microscope grid) and then exposed to H2S then formation of

CdS NPs could be observed as per the patterns of the grid.  In other words, the open parts of

the grid allowed the generation of CdS NPs and thus patterned formation.   We have generated

complex patterns using a two-grid combination.  The highest resolution of the fluorescent

lines we achieved was 1mWe have been able to develop two-color generation with a

different background color.  Further, the principle developed here for the generation of

quantum dots in selected part of a film could be extended to other more versatile surfaces as

well as with different NPs.

The experience of generation of NPs on polymer surfaces and development of a

lithographic principle inspired us to carry our further research in systematic depositions of

metal (Ag and Au) NPs on glass.  This was followed by deposition of conducting polymer

PANI guided by the patterned deposits of Au and Ag NP composite.  In order to achieve this,

we started with an “ink” made of AgCl and Ag-Au NPs in PVP polymer.  A soft lithography

principle was used to imprint the ink on a glass slide using a CD component as the mold.  The

deposits would be in the form of parallel lines of width of about 1m separated by a distance

of 1.5 m.  They could also be deposited in the form of arrays.  The glass slide was then

heated to remove the polymer and thus arrays of Au-Ag NP composite were deposited on the

slide in the form of lines or cross arrays.  These NPs (in the slide) were then treated with a

solution containing the precursors of Au-PANI NPs composite synthesis.  We observed the
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formation of well ordered patterned deposits of PANI as per the pattern of the metal NPs. 

Thus we have a conducting polymer-metal NPs composite deposited in a patterned fashion on

glass slide.  This is expected to be a boost for modern polymer electronics where NPs also can

take functional role in the device along with the polymer and glass being the substrate of

choice.

Finally, in my PhD thesis works I have put efforts in trying to solve a few challenges

related to nanoscale science and technology.   Fundamentally, the idea has been to find newer

and easier ways of transforming nanoscale science into technology so that the promise of

nanotechnology can be realized through newer developments in nanoscience.  In so doing, we

have tried to demonstrate that the methods of integrating nanomaterials into effective devices

are equally significant as those of properties of the same.  In other words, the job of a scientist

might not end in finding the methods of generating materials and discovering their properties;

the modern times demand that we find ways of integrating them into useful devices. In this

regard, I have tried to go beyond syntheses of nanoscale materials through either incorporating

them into suitable substrates for testing functionality or have invented newer lithographic

principles so that in the end we have a device in making, if not a device.  Here is the hope that

the endeavors we have made herein, in pursuing the dreams of advanced science may be

useful; no matter how little they may be for humanity at large.
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1.1 Introduction

High surface to volume ratio, exhibition of quantum mechanical behavior, chemical

reactivity and other physical properties have propelled a “Gold Rush” for generation and

utilization of materials with nanometer dimensions. Metal 1-4 and semiconductor

nanoparticles (NPs) 5–9 especially have occupied the center-stage in this activity owing to

their unique chemical and physical properties associated with particle size and shape at the

nanoscale and as a consequence their application potential in various fields such as

opto-electronic devices 10 sensors 11-12 magnetic materials 13 and storage systems 14. In

addition to the preferred methods of preparation in colloidal solution, a large number of

methods have been developed for synthesis of NPs inside various porous materials 15,

depositions of NPs on surfaces 16,17 and their incorporation into polymer matrices 18,19.

Metal NPs have also been utilized in the synthesis of conducting polymer–NP composites 20.

The recent surge in the syntheses and functionalization of NPs offer excellent scope for many

a application such as in catalysis21-22, surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)23,

enhanced fluorescence24, chemical and biochemical sensing25, non-linear optical devices26,

plasmonics27, and photonics28.  Moreover, compatibility of many of the NPs with the bio

molecules has created considerable interest in nanobiotechnology29 with application in DNA

sequencing30, controlled drug delivery31, anticancer drug32, bio-chemical sensing and

detection33-35, contrast agents in cellular and biological imaging36-37. 
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In parallel with the development of various easy and eco-friendly methods for the

generation of the NPs, there are efforts to synthesize nanoparticles in or within various solid

matrixes. This would help in multiple usage as well as use of the NPs in different

heterogeneous environmental conditions.  For example, C. R. Martin38 and coworkers have

synthesized NPs inside the pores of Zeolites to get monodispersed NPs. This template based

method has been used to synthesize nanoscopic particles of metal, polymers, semiconductors

and other materials. On the other hand Willner co workers39 have developed several ways for

attachment of NPs on the various substrate surfaces like glass, metal, and polymer by either

modifying the surface or by functionalizing the NPs. On the other hand, several methods40-41

have been introduced to trap NPs inside polymers and sol-gel materials. In addition,

Kumacheva42 and coworkers have synthesized metal and semiconductor NPs in dispersed ion

exchanged resins. Furthermore, Qun Huo43-44 et al., have reported an interesting method for

solid state synthesis of Au NPs, functionalized with single carboxylic acid, using polystyrene

resin and they found that this solid phase synthesis is more effective compared to solution

based synthesis in controlling the surface functionalities. 

Despite a large number of methods that are currently available for the syntheses of

NPs, there are few reports about the reversible storage of NPs in solid-state resin beads.

Finding ways for solid-state storage of colloidal NPs is important as it would make

applications more versatile and transportation easier than if stored in the form of colloidal

solution. For example, colloidal NPs stored in solid state can be used for chemical reaction
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under different solvent systems eliminating the need of their phase transfer for utilization in

different solvents.

Herein we introduce the idea and report a method of storage of Ag NPs in anion

exchange resins and also a procedure for their recovery. The method is based on the principle

of exchange of ions between the resins and the colloidal solution containing Ag NPs which

have overall negative charge on their surfaces. The advantage of the present method is that

these NPs could be stored in resins and then the same resins could be taken out of the solvent

and dried for further use as such or by extracting the NPs into a solvent. Our observation 

A B

CD

NPs
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Figure 2.1 An anion exchange resin Amberlite IR-400 is polystyrene divinylbenzene

co-polymer with terminal trimethyl ammonium group having chloride as a counter ion is the

chosen solid substrate. Treatment with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) results in exchange of the

chloride counter ion in the resin with OH- (B).  Further treatment with suitable amount of

sodium nitrate replaces some of the exchangeable groups with nitrate ions (C).  The silver

nanoparticles prepared with and without a stabilizer can be trapped in such resin beads by

replacing the counter ions.   

Further suggests that Ag NPs we synthesized could however not be stored in cation exchange

resins. We also demonstrate that these particles could be recovered and subsequently used for

catalytic reduction of a dye in presence of NaBH4. Finally, we report that the Ag NPs while

being exchanged with the anions of the resins are converted into silver oxide particles under

the present reaction condition and hence are actually stored in the form of silver oxide

particles.

These particles are stable for more than a year in their adsorbed state in terms of the

size as no significant agglomeration could be observed in scanning electron micrographs

(SEM). Also, their characteristic X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns show no significant change

with time. A schematic representation of the present method of storing Ag NPs in anion

exchange resin beads and also their recovery is shown in Fig. 2.1.  The method takes

advantage of the negative surface charge on nanoparticles to exchange itself on to an ion

exchange resin.
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2.2 Experimental Section

2.2.1 Preparation of Ag nanoparticles (NPs):  40 µL of 0.105 M AgNO3, 30 µL of 0.01 M

NaBH4 were mixed in 4.9 mL of H2O.  The mixture immediately resulted in a yellow color

solution, which is characteristic of Ag NP formation.  It was further confirmed by recording of

UV-visible spectrum with a maximum occurring at 405 nm. In separate runs, Ag NPs were

also prepared in the presence of 32.4 mM sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS).  In that case 200 µL

of SDS solution was added to the solution containing AgNO3 and NaBH4 as of the above

concentration.  

2.2.2 Activation of Anion Exchange Resins: 3.0 g of Amberlite IR400 resin was first treated

with 20 mL of 1N NaOH solution for 1hr.  They were then washed with plenty of water to

remove excess NaOH.  To the resins 40 ml of 2 M NaNO3 was added and kept for 1 hr before

washing again with copious amount of water.

2.2.3 Storage of Ag NPs into the activated anionic resins:  All of the resins activated as

above were loaded into a column.  The total volume of Ag NP solution prepared above was

added slowly to the column.  The solution with the resin was kept in the column for 15 min. 

Then the eluent was collected in a beaker for further analysis.  On the other hand the resins in

the column were further washed with plenty of water to remove precipitate, if any, of Ag NPs

in between the beads.

2.2.4 Extraction of Ag NPs from the resins
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(a) With SDS and NaBH4 in water.  20 µl of 32.4 mM SDS and 60 µl of 0.005 M NaBH4

were added to 5 ml of H2O.  This solution was added to a beaker containing the above Ag NP

exchanged resins and kept for 1 min.  The characteristic yellow color solution with absorption

maximum at 410 nm was obtained.

(b) With Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) and NaBH4 in water:  200 µL of 0.33 M PEG 6000

(mol. Wt.5000-7000) and 60 µL of 0.005 M NaBH4 were added to 5 ml of H2O.  The

resultant solution was added to a beaker containing the above amount of Ag NP exchanged

resins prepared separately.  The solution was kept for 1 min.  The characteristic yellow color

solution with absorption maximum at 407 nm was obtained.

2.2.5 TEM measurements:  Transmission electron microscopic (of Phillips) measurements

were performed after evaporating a drop of solution containing SDS stabilized Ag NPs (both

before exchange and after recovery from the resins) on a carbon-coated grid. 

2.2.6 Catalytic Reduction of Eosin:  0.2 g of Ag NP exchanged resins was kept in a 3 ml

quartz cuvette into which 2.9 ml of H2O, 5 µL of 3.9 mM eosin and 80 µL of 0.005 M

NaBH4 were added.  The solution was mixed by shaking and then was kept inside the sample

compartment of a Hitachi U2001 UV-visible spectrophotometer for measurements of time

dependent absorption.  Similar set up and concentrations were used for measurements in

presence of activated resin, eosin and NaBH4 and in a separate experiment with eosin and

NaBH4 solution.
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2.2.7 Powder XRD measurements:  From the measurement of powder XRD it was observed

that use of larger size commercially available resins (which were used for the present studies)

did not provide any detectable signal.  We found that the resins needed to be finely ground for

better signal.  Thus resins were activated with NaOH and then treated with 2 M NaNO3 by the

method described above.  The treated resins were finely ground using a pestle and a mortar,

which were then dispersed into an aqueous solution of Ag NPs prepared by NaBH4.  After 15

min the solution was centrifuged at a speed of 3000 rpm for 30 min to obtain the powder,

which was washed several times before drying for further use.  A Seifert powder X – Ray

diffractometer (XRD 3003 TT) with Cu -  source with wavelength 1.54 Å was used for

recording data at room temperature.

2.2.8 Diffuse Reflectance FTIR:  Diffused reflectance FTIR spectroscopic studies were

performed on resin samples using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One spectrophotometer.  The

sample preparation procedures were the same as in the case for XRD measurements.  For each

sample 12.5 mg anion exchange resin (activated as well as Ag NP exchanged) was used for

recording diffuse reflectance spectra.

2.2.9 SEM measurements and EDX measurements: Scanning electron microscope

measurement of the silver NPs stored resin beads was performed using LEO VP 1430, with

accelerating voltage 20 KV, and elemental analysis was performed by energy dispersive

X-analysis (EDX) measurements using an Oxford INCA X-Sight instrument.
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2.2.10 Ag NP exchanges with cation exchange resins:  3.0 g of cation exchange resin was

activated with 3 M HCl and were then washed with water.  They were then loaded into a

column.  Ag NP solution as prepared above was poured into the column slowly and then kept

for 15 min.  The eluant was then collected and analyzed using UV-vis spectroscopy.

2.2.11 Instruments: Hitachi U2001 UV-visible spectrophotometer or Perkin Elmer

Spectrum25, Perkin Elmer one spectrophotometer was used for spectroscopic absorption

measurements; a Seifert powder X – Ray diffractometer (XRD 3003 TT) with Cu -  source

with wavelength 1.54 Å was used for XRD measurements; a scanning electron microscope

(model no. LEO model no VP 1430) with energy dispersive X-analysis (EDX) measurement

facility manufactured by Oxford INCA X-Sight was also used.

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Anion exchange resin

We were successful in storing the Ag nanoparticles in anion exchange resin, Figure 2.2

shows the steps involved in this process. As shown in the figure Ag nanoparticles prepared

separately when loaded into the column filled with anion exchange resin beads get trapped in

the resin. Trapped nanoparticles can be released simply by treating the loaded resin with

sodium borohydride solution.  
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Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of the present method of storage and recovery of Ag NPs in

anion exchange resin beads.  (A) Ag NP solution being loading into the resins in a column. 

(B) Ag NPs containing resins after washing with water.  (C) Ag NPs being extracted from

resins using NaBH4 solution.

We have observed that simultaneous presence of both OH- ions and NO3- ions in the

activated resins were needed for efficient exchange of Ag NPs. On the other hand, if the resins

were activated with either of OH- and NO3- ions no exchange of Ag NPs took place.  It was

observed that the suitable ratio of NO3- ions to OH- ions was found to be 77:23 for achieving

the best exchange. In addition, it is important to note here that we have not been able

exchange Ag NPs with cation exchange resins (see later).  This could be due to overall

NaBH4

Ag nanoparticles
 solution

Extracted  Ag
nanoparticle from resin

A B
C
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negative charges on the surface of Ag NPs that help in storing them in anion exchange

resins45.   Further, we would like to mention here that the Ag NPs were prepared both in

presence and absence of SDS stabilizer.  We used the stabilizer when the time required for a

particular set of experiments was long.  On the other hand when the experiment could be

completed in a shorter time we did not use any stabilizer.  The ion exchange of NPs took place

equally efficiently in both the cases.

In Figure 2.3A we show the UV-vis absorption spectrum of colloidal Ag NPs solution

prepared using the present method.  The peak at 430 nm is characteristic of Ag NPs present in

the solution.  In Figure 2.3B, we show the UV-vis spectrum of the remaining solution after Ag

NPs were exchanged with the resins.  Shown in Figure 2.3C is the UV-vis absorption

spectrum of the Ag NPs solution extracted from the resins using NaBH4.  As clear from the

UV-vis spectra, the characteristic absorption of Ag NPs at 405 nm is absent in 2.3B that was

present in both 2.3A and 2.3C.  In addition, we observed that the color of the solution of Ag

NPs vanished upon treatment with resins, which reappeared upon treatment with NaBH4. 

These observations support the idea that Ag NPs could be exchanged with anion exchange

resins and they could also be recovered using the present method (by treatment with NaBH4). 

Further, that the silver NPs were exchanged in resin beads and did not precipitate on the

column was confirmed by the observation that even after washing with water the Ag NPs did

not come out of the resins and also by the requirement of NaBH4 to extract the NPs back from

the resins.  FTIR spectroscopic measurements also indicate exchange of NPs in the resin by

replacement of NO3- ions (see later).  The above experiments demonstrate the ability of the
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present method to store Ag NPs in anion exchange resins by exchanging with the anions of the

resins.

A

B

C
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Figure 2.3 UV-vis absorption spectra of (A) Ag NPs solution in presence of SDS stabilizer

(B) Ag NPs solution after passing through resin and (C) Ag NPs extracted from resin.

2.3.2 Cation exchange resin

Here we report our observation that while anion exchange resins could store Ag NPs,

cation exchange resins however were not able to store the Ag NPs synthesized using the

present method.  This is evident from Figure 2.4 where the UV-vis absorption spectra of Ag

NPs before and after passing through cation exchange resin column did not differ

significantly.  This could be due to overall negative charges on the surface of Ag NPs that

help in storing them in anion exchange resins while they cannot be exchanged with cation

exchange resins.

Figure 2.4 UV-vis absorption spectra of (A) Ag NPs solution before and (B) after passing

through cation exchange resin column. 

A

B
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2.3.3 FTIR Studies on exchange of Ag NPs with anion exchange resins

The idea behind the study was to determine the nature of ions the Ag NPs were exchanging

in the process of their storage in the resins.  For this we performed diffuse reflectance FTIR

measurements of OH- activated resins, resins activated by OH- and NO3- ions and that of

resins after Ag NPs solution was passed through them (starting with resins activated by OH-

and NO3- ions).  

2380 cm-1

2380 cm-1

1379 cm-1

1379 cm-1

1038 cm-1

1038 cm-1
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Figure 2.5 Diffuse Reflectance FTIR of ground anion exchange resin showing the exchange

of NO3 . The resin activated with (a) NaOH (b) NaOH and NaNO3, and (c) that of resins after

Ag nanoparticle solution was passed through them. 

As shown in Figure 2.5, three characteristic peaks due to NO3- occurred, at 2380, 1379 and

1038 cm-1, in resins activated by OH- and NO3- ions.  These peaks were absent in OH-

activated resins.  Intensities of them were considerably stronger in NO3- plus OH- activated

resins compared to those in Ag NPs exchanged resins.  The reduction in peak intensity shows

that Ag NPs were replacing NO3- present in the resins even though the solution of Ag NPs

contained additional NO3- ions carried over from the parent AgNO3 solution.  Thus the

storage of Ag NPs in the resins accompanied exchange of NO3- ions.
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Figure 2.6 Diffuse Reflectance FTIR of ground anion exchange resin showing the exchange

of OH. The resin activated with (a) NaOH (b) NaOH and NaNO3, and (c) that of resins after

Ag nanoparticle solution was passed through them. 

In addition, the OH peak intensity at 3400 cm-1 shown clearly in Figure 2.6, gradually

diminished from OH- activated resins to OH- and NO3- activated resins to Ag NPs exchanged

resins (Figures 2.6a, 2.6b and 2.6c respectively) indicating possible loss of OH- ions during

exchange.  This may possibly indicate the involvement of OH- ions in oxidation of Ag NPs

during storage as Ag oxides (see later).  Further, we found the pH of the solution after

exchange was reduced from 5.8 to 4.2 indicating loss of OH- ions in the resulting solution that

was passed through the resin column. 

2.3.4 Transmission electron microscopic study

We further confirmed the formation and extraction of Ag NPs using the present method by

performing transmission electron microscopic (TEM) measurements on the samples.  Figure

2.7(A) shows the TEM picture of Ag NPs prepared by usual borohydride method.  Figure

2.7(B) shows the TEM picture of the Ag NPs extracted from the resin beads.  Ag NPs in this

case were prepared as well as extracted from the resins in the presence of SDS.  The Ag NPs
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have majority particle sizes distributed between 5 nm and 55 nm in the parent solution (Figure

2.7A’) and between 3 nm and 33 nm (Figure 2.7B’) in the extracted solution.  Similar results

were obtained with Ag NPs synthesized and extracted by using NaBH4 in presence of

polyethylene glycol.

Figure 2.7 (A) Transmission electron microscopic pictures of silver nanoparticles prepared by

borohydride methods and (B) that of silver nanoparticles extracted from the resin beads.  The

particle size distributions are shown in A’ and B’ respectively.(The scale bar in the picture is

66 nm)

2.3.5 Time dependent reduction of eosin by Ag NPs extracted from resins

A

B

A’

B’
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We further demonstrate that the stored Ag NPs could be extracted from the resins by using

NaBH4 and subsequently utilized for catalytic reduction of an organic dye (eosin).  NaBH4,

needed to extract NPs from the resins, is also known to reduce eosin in aqueous solution.  

Figure 2.8 Time depended UV-vis absorption spectra (10 min interval between two

consecutive spectra) of reduction of eosin in presence of (A) NaBH4 (10 spectra shown), (B)

NaBH4 and activated resin (15 spectra) and (C) NaBH4 and Ag NP exchanged resins (15

spectra).  

Further, Ag NPs are known to catalyze the reduction of eosin.  We have taken advantage

of this and have followed the reaction by time dependent UV-vis absorption of the dye with a
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peak at 510 nm. The extraction of Ag NPs was also simultaneously monitored with a peak at

400 nm.  The results are shown in Figure 2.8.  Figure 2.8A is the UV-vis time evolution of

absorption spectrum of the dye in presence of only NaBH4, while shown in Figure 2.8B is the

rate of reduction of eosin in presence of NaBH4 and OH- plus NO3- activated resins.  On the

other hand, Figure 2.8C, representing the reduction of dye in presence of Ag NP exchanged

resins and NaBH4, clearly demonstrates that the rate of reduction was the fastest in the present

case.  It is also noteworthy that reduction of intensity of the dye peak occurred concurrently

with appearance of the peak due to Ag NPs.  This means that the NPs were regenerated into

the solution, which further catalyzed the reduction of the dye.

2.3.6 XRD patterns of NPs in the resin

We also wanted to learn whether the Ag NPs were stored in the resins in the form of Ag

NPs or not.  We observed no XRD peaks in the ordinary Ag NP exchanged resins.  To

improve the intensity of the signal the resins were activated and then ground into finely

divided powder, which were then dispersed into an aqueous solution of Ag NPs prepared by

NaBH4.  They were washed and then dried for recording powder XRD.  As shown in Figure

2.9, the X-Ray diffraction pattern of the Ag NPs exchanged resins had peaks at 2 = 27.7o

(PDF 84-1261), 32.1o (PDF 76-1489) and 46.0o (PDF 42-874), which correspond to (110)

Ag3O4, (111) AgO and (003) Ag2O respectively.  Thus the characteristic XRD peaks were

those of Ag oxides and the peaks characteristic of Ag were not observed.  This observation

indicates that while exchanging with the anions of the resins the Ag NPs were converted into
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oxides of silver.  It is well known that in presence of NaBH4 and dissolved oxygen in water

Ag NPs form oxides24.  Here it may be further facilitated by adsorption of NPs into the anion

exchange resins, which may be the reason for the present observation.

Figure 2.9 Powder X-Ray diffraction pattern of Ag NP exchanged resins.  

2.3.7 Time dependent XRD of the stored NPs on the resin surface

We further pursued studies regarding the stability of the stored NPs on the resin

surface. In case these particles (i.e. the oxides of Ag) get transformed to other Ag compounds

with time then a corresponding shift in the peak positions of XRD can be expected. 
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Figure 2.10 XRD patterns of one-day old resin beads where NPs were stored (A) and also the

beads recorded after more than one-year (B).

For this XRD study also we have used ground resin as already mentioned in the previous

experiment. The results are shown for a one-day old sample versus more than one-year old

sample in Figure 2.10.  The figure clearly shows that the three peaks due to oxides of Ag were

intact even after one year as there is no shift in values of 2 in the diffraction pattern.  In

addition, the intensities of the peaks did not change with time.  This means the stored NPs

were stable on the surface of the resins for more than a year.

2.3.8 State of aggregation of the stored NPs on the resin as shown by SEM

Finally we wanted to find out the state of aggregation of the stored NPs on the resin

surface as a function of time. For this purpose we prepared samples in the same way as for

recording XRD. We then recorded the SEM of such samples one day after the storage the NPs

and kept the same sample for one month and once again recorded the SEM.  The results are

shown in Figure 2.11A (one-day old sample) and Figure 2.11B (one-month old sample).  As

A

B
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clear from the figure, there are NPs which are presented as isolated particles and there are

some which are agglomerated.  

Figure 2.11 SEM of NPs stored resin beads recorded on the next day of sample preparation

(A) and that after one month (B). EDX of one month old sample (C)

However, over one month there is no gross change in this pattern to suggest a possible

further agglomeration of them on the surface of the resin beads. Energy dispersive X-ray

analysis (not shown here) of both the samples were performed to confirm the presence of Ag

species on the surfaces.  

2.4 Conclusion 

Herein we have been able to demonstrate reversible storage and retrieval of Ag

nanoparticles in anion exchange resin.  We also have shown that these NPs could be

recovered and utilized for catalytic reduction of a dye.  While being exchanged the Ag NPs

were converted into their oxide forms in the resins.  On the other hand these stored NPs were

stable for more than a year in their chemical form as well as sizes. 
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3.1 Introduction

Nanoscale materials having interesting and different physico-chemical properties1-3,

have drawn considerable attention in recent years. This has lead to the development of

newer techniques of generating different size and shaped nanomaterials4-6, which have

wide application potential in many fields ranging from sensors7, optoelectronics8,

drug-delivery9, catalysis10 etc. However, in order to make good use of such smart

nanomaterials in practical devices, one needs to find strategies to immobilize them on

various types of solid surface11. Hence, newer methods of deposition of bulk and

nanoscale metal particles on surfaces are continuously being developed owing to their

significant practical application such as in electronics industry, displays, batteries and

electrochemical sensors, Surface-enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) -active

surfaces12-14. On the other hand an important objective of nanotechnology is the

miniaturization of sensors and actuators for chemical, mechanical and biological

applications15-17. To achieve this objective a first requirement is to have metal or

semiconductor nanoparticles (NPs) deposited on surfaces of the substrate.  Attainment of

these objectives using simplest possible ways with adaptability as required by the

applications is a prime condition for future development in this direction.  A constant and

growing endeavor has been to find newer methods of synthesis of nanomaterials and

ordered arrays of NPs on various surfaces under different experimental conditions, guided

by their application potential 18-26.

The traditional method of vapor deposition of metals on various surfaces suffers from

the inherent disadvantage of depositing bulk - metal - like materials on selective surfaces. 
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With regard to deposition of metal or semiconductor NPs on surfaces there are various

techniques reported in literature prominent among them currently being used include

photolithographic patterning27, electrophoretic approach28-29, chemical deposition using

appropriate functionalization of the surface followed by deposition of NPs30-31 and by

functionalization of the NPs themselves in order to deposit on various surfaces32-33. 

Additionally, Langmuir – Blodegtt film or self – assembled films of monolayer of

nanoclusters have also been deposited on surfaces34-35.  Depositing on polymer surfaces

provides unique flexibility to the deposited nanomaterials. Such polymer nanomaterials

composite has created a separate unique place in nanoscience as polymer materials are

increasingly being used for fabrication of low-cost devices with ease of production being

an additional advantage. Deposition of nanomaterials especially on polymer microspheres

find wide range of applications in various important processes such as microsphere based

separation methods36, carriers, catalysis37, microsystems for molecular analysis38 etc.

Moreover making circuits with metal deposited in two dimensions is an important

challenge in polymer electronics. This can be achieved by traditional physical deposition

techniques or chemical methods of deposition of thin films or arrays of metal on the

polymer films. In addition to traditional methods, there are a number of methods that have

recently been developed in this regard. For example, Kumacheva and coworkers39 have

developed a method for obtaining periodic structures of hybrid nanocomposite materials

with Ag or CdS deposited on the surfaces of nanosized diameter polymer spheres.  Zhao et

al.40 have used viologen systems to obtain nanoscale metal coatings on polymer substrates

in the presence of ultraviolet (UV) light.  Horiuchi et al.41 used a UV-photolithography

based method for micropatterning of Pd nanoparticles (NPs) in a polymer.  On the other
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hand Andres et al.42 has used organic interconnects to obtain two-dimensional superlattice

of Au NPs.  Also, several methods have been developed to obtain polymer-metal

core-shell NP arrays consisting of metal NPs as the core and polymer as the shell43-45 or

polymer NPs as the core and metal NPs deposited on various surfaces46,47 and bimetallic

core-shell arrays on surfaces48. When metal salts, exchanged on polymer NPs, are reduced

the dimensional restriction of the substrate would produce metal NPs on top of the surface.

 However, it is equally important technologically to have metal NPs and bulk particles

deposited on polymer substrates that are not necessarily of nanometer dimensions.  In other

words, schemes for deposition of metal bulk and NPs on the surfaces of bulk polymers are

necessary.  It is here that chemical methods of deposition could play a superior role in

obtaining three-dimensional deposition. However, none of the methods reported so far has

introduced a general chemical method of deposition of bulk as well as NPs on polymer

surfaces.
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In this chapter we describe a simple generic route of depositing various metals

either in their bulk form or in nano form in polystyrene resin surface, taking advantage of

the ion exchange property on the resin.  We have extended this method to two metals and

even for depositing two metal and one semiconductor particles on the same resin surface. 

Further this method can be extended to deposit polymer-nanoparticles composite on the

resin surface and use such beads in solid state catalysis or in sensors explained in detail in

next chapter.    The method is based on ion exchange of salt of metal with commercially

available resin beads followed by reduction of the metal ions using NaBH4 as the reducing

agent.  The choice of ion-exchange resin beads as the polymer was based on their

ion-exchange properties, thermal stability and stability to work under various solvent, pH

and ionic conditions.  A general scheme of deposition of metal particles on the polymer

surfaces is shown in Figure 3.1 with the deposition of Ag as an example.

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram showing the various steps for the metal (Ag, Au) particle

deposition on the surface of a cation exchange resin bead.  The last part of the scheme

represents six such beads.

The sizes of the metal particles deposited could be controlled by controlling the

concentration of the reducing agent.  In this way we could deposit bulk metal particles of

Au, Ag and Ni as well as NPs of Au and Ag on the surfaces of the resin beads.  In

addition, we were also able to deposit composite particles of Au-Ag, Au-CdS and

AgNO3
or

NaBH

M=Ag, Au
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Au-Ag-CdS on the surfaces.  The deposited materials were characterized by UV-vis

spectroscopic, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopic (SEM) and energy

dispersive X-ray (EDX) measurements.   Our observations suggest that the metal particles

were deposited on the surface of the polymer beads.  The bulk metal deposition appeared

in the form of films on the surfaces.  The typical thickness of such a deposition was about

5-10 m.  On the other hand the NPs were deposited in the form of scattered particles on

the surfaces of the polymer beads.  The deposited bulk particles as well as metal NPs were

quite stable for months without any observable characteristic changes in their properties

except for the case of Cu deposition, which was not stable in ambient condition for more

than two hours.

3.2 Experimental Section

3.2.1 Activation of the cation exchange resin

3.0 g of commercially available cation exchange resin microbeads (Amberlite- IR 120,

Merck) were at first kept in 10.0 mL 3.0 M HCl (Merck) solution for 1h.  The beads were

then washed thoroughly with water to remove the excess HCl.  That was confirmed by

checking the pH of the resultant water for which a value of 6.8 was obtained. This step is

necessary to replace the Na+ ions in the commercially available resin beads by H+ ions

and beads would then be ready for exchange with metal ions.

3.2.2 Deposition of Bulk Ag and Ag Nanoparticles
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  This was achieved by keeping the activated resin beads in 5.0 mL of 0.1 M aqueous

AgNO3 (MERK) solution for an hour.  The solution was then decanted, which was

followed by washing the beads with water to remove excess AgNO3.  They were then

dried and finally treated with 5.0 mL of 0.5 mM NaBH4 solution.  The beads, whose color

immediately turned silvery, were used for further analysis.  The aqueous solutions

mentioned above were made using Milli Q grade water (with resistivity value of 18.2 MΩ

cm).  In order to deposit Ag NPs, the procedure followed was the same as for the bulk

except that for the final reduction of Ag+ ions 5.0 mL of 0.2 mM NaBH4 solution was

used instead.  The resultant color of the beads was golden yellow. 

3.2.3 Deposition of metallic Au and Au nanoparticles

In the case of deposition of Au we observed that both cation and anion exchange resin

beads could be used.  Bulk metallic Au particles were deposited on anion exchange beads,

while Au NPs were formed in cation exchange beads under identical reaction condition. 

This was required as the dark color of the anion exchange resin beads prevented us from

visual or spectroscopic observation of the NP deposition.  Therefore, we have used both

kinds of resins for deposition of appropriate particles.  It may be mentioned here that when

grinded the color of the anion exchange resin beads became lighter and the formation of

Au NPs could be observed.  We, however, only report the results from cation exchange

resin beads in this regard.

For bulk Au deposition, 3.0 g of anion exchange resin beads (Amberlite IR-400) were

activated with 10ml of 1.0 M NaOH.  The beads were then thoroughly washed with water

to remove the excess alkali that was confirmed by checking the neutrality of the water
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used.  That was followed by keeping 0.5g of the above beads in 500 µL HAuCl4

(Sigma-Aldrich, 17 W%) solution 1h. Then the excess salt was removed by washing with

water.  The beads were then treated with 1.0 mL 0.018 M NaBH4 for 20 min. The beads

turned shiny golden in color in 10 min, indicating the formation of bulk Au on the surface. 

In the case of deposition of Au NPs, 3.0 g of cation exchange beads (Amberlite IR-120)

were activated using 10.0 mL of 3.0 M HCl, followed by washing the beads with water.

0.5 g of these activated resins were then treated with 500 μL of  HAuCl4 (Sigma-Aldrich,

17 W% in dilute HCl)  for 1 h.  After washing with water, the beads were then treated with

1.0 mL of 0.018 M NaBH4 solution in order to reduce the metal salt to corresponding

metal particles.  The resin beads upon treatment with NaBH4 turned purple in color

indicating the formation of Au NPs on the surface.

3.2.4 Deposition of metallic Ni 

3.0 g of activated cation exchange resin beads was kept in a 5.0 mL solution of 0.2 M

NiCl2 for 1 h.  The beads were then washed to remove the excess salt. That was followed

by keeping the beads in a 0.37 M NaBH4 solution.  The beads turned dark in color in 10

min indicating the formation of bulk Ni on the bead surfaces.

3.2.5 Deposition of metallic Cu

3.0 g of activated cation exchange resin beads were kept in 5.0 mL of 0.1M CuNO3 for 1

h, which were then washed to remove the excess metal ions.  Those beads were further

treated with 5.0 mL of aqueous 0.26 M NaBH4 upon which the color of the beads turned

to that of characteristic metallic copper. 
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3.2.6  Au / Ag two metallic Particles deposition

0.5 g of the resin beads as activated earlier were kept in 500μL of 17.0 % HAuCl4 for 1 h,

which was followed by washing with sufficient amount of water.  The beads were then

treated with 1.0 mL of 0.018 M of NaBH4 to generate Au NPs.  They were then kept in a

solution of 2.0 mL of 0.5 M HCl to remove some of the unreduced metal ions. They were

further washed with sufficient amount of water followed by immersion in 1.0 mL of 0.1M

AgNO3 solution.  The beads were again washed to remove excess Ag+ ions.  This was

followed by treatment with 1.0 mL of 0.2 mM NaBH4 to generate the Ag particles in

addition to the remaining Au NPs.

3.2.7 Deposition of composite particles of CdS-Au.

To deposit composite particles 0.5 g of activated cation exchange resins were, at first

loaded with CdS NPs, just by dipping them in 1.0 mL of 0.1 M CdCl2 for half an hour. 

The beads were then washed properly with sufficient amount of water followed by

treatment with 500 μL of 0.2 M Na2S. The Au particles were then deposited by following

the same procedure as above with some of the cation exchange sites were made available

by keeping the beads in 2.0 mL of 0.5M HCl.  The beads were then washed with copious

amount of water, which was followed by treatment with 1.0 mL of 0.018 M NaBH4. That

generated bricked colored resin beads with plasmon peak characteristics to that of Au NPs.

3.3.8 CdS /Au/Ag NPs composite particle deposition:
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In this case the first two steps followed were the same as given above in the section 3.3.7

for the deposition of composite CdS-Au particles.  This was followed by keeping the 0.5g

beads in 1.0 mL of 0.1M AgNO3 solution for 1 h.  They were again washed with plenty of

water to remove excess Ag+ ions.  The beads were then reduced this time with 1.0 mL of

0. 2 mM NaBH4 to generate the Ag particles along with the previously deposited CdS-Au

particles.

3.2.9 XRD of the metal-coated beads

We observed that the metal-coated beads (especially NPs deposited beads) as prepared

above did not provide good X-ray diffraction signal.  In order to improve the quality of the

signal the resin beads were grinded into fine powders, which were then activated with acid

or base as appropriate.  For example, 1.0 g of grinded resins was activated with 2.0 mL of

3.0 M HCl.  This was followed by exchange with appropriate metal salts and then

reduction by NaBH4 as above.  The beads (powder) were collected by centrifugation and

cleaned by washing with water.  This cycle was performed a few times to remove excess

reagents from the beads.  They were then air-dried to record room temperature XRD data

using a Seifert powder X – ray diffractometer (XRD 3003 TT) having Cu - α source with

wavelength 1.54 Å. The bulk metal deposited beads were recorded without grinding as the

signal quality was good enough for analysis.

3.2.10 Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis measurements
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The sample prepared for XRD studies were used for recording UV-Vis absorption spectra

of the deposited metals on the bead surfaces.  A Perkin Elmer (Lambda25)

spectrophotometer was used in diffuse reflection mode for recording the data.  

3.2.11 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) 

studies: 

The scanning electron micrograph and Energy dispersive X-ray studies were performed

after sputtering the nanoparticles coated beads with Au. For these studies it was seen that

single resin beads without grinding is enough to record the spectra. So spectra were

recorded using single resin beads. Micrographs were recorded in a JEOL SEM (Model No.

JSM 6700F) operating at 20 kV.

3.3 Results and discussion

Ion exchange resins are unique in their ability to function at all pH and under a

variety of solvent conditions.  When activated resins are dipped in a solution containing

other ions, the mobile counter ions from the surrounding medium gets exchanged as a

consequence of the phenomenon known as Donan equilibrium34.  This phenomenon has

traditionally been exploited in removing ions from solution, such as hardness removal

from water.  In the present set of experiments the H+ ions of the activated cation exchange

resin beads when dipped into appropriate solutions exchange with Cu2+, Ag+, Au3+,

Ni2+ or Cd2+ ions that are present in the salt solutions of the corresponding metal cations.
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 When the beads are further treated with a reducing agent such as an aqueous NaBH4

solution the metal ions get reduced to their zero oxidation states.  Upon reduction on the

surfaces of the beads they deposit either in the form of bulk metal or NPs of the

corresponding metal.  Our experimental results suggest that the nature of particle size is

primarily dependent upon NaBH4 concentrations.  For example, when cation exchange

beads containing either of Cu2+, Ag+ or Ni2+ ions were treated with excess amount of

NaBH4 the resultant depositions took place in the form of bulk metal.  Photographs of

bulk metal coated resin beads are shown in Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.2 The photograph of cation exchange resin beads coated with bulk metals. (A)

Blank resin (B) Silver (C) Nickel (D) Copper

As clear from Figure 3.2, the colors of the deposited metal correspond to the bulk metallic

states of Ag, Ni and Cu.  Blank resins are shown in Figure 3.2 A.  The Ag coated beads

looks shiny white (Figure 3.2 B), Au yellow (photograph not shown), Ni black (Figure 3.2

C) and Cu tarnish in color (Figure 3.2 D) indicating the generation of metallic depositions

of Ag, Au, Ni and Cu respectively on the resin beads.  One of the problems encountered in

depositing bulk copper on the beads is that it was quite unstable and the resin turned to its

original color after 1-2 h of keeping under ambient condition.  Treatment of the same

resins with NaBH4 brought back the original color albeit unstable again.  

A

D

B

C
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3.3.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis:

Further investigation of the coated beads by X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements

revealed the presence of metallic states of each of the metal. For example, Figure 3.3A

shows the XRD data, for Ag bulk metal thin films with peaks at 2θ = 38.10 and 44.80

corresponding to (111) and (200) planes respectively of Ag metal.  Figure 3.3B shows the

XRD for Au bulk deposit with diffraction peaks at 2θ=38.50, 44.10 corresponding to (111)

and (200) planes respectively of Au metal.  Figure 3.3C shows XRD for Ni bulk thin film

with diffraction peaks at 2θ = 44.80 and 51.20 corresponding to (111) and (200) planes of

metallic Ni.  These peaks correspond to the deposition of metal in their zero oxidation

states.

       We were also successful in depositing metal NPs on polymeric resin beads.  The

approach adopted here was similar to that of bulk metal deposition.  In this case the

concentration of NaBH4 used to reduce the metal ions was carefully controlled to generate

NPs rather than bulk.  For example, in order to deposit bulk Ag a solution of 0.5 mM of

NaBH4 was used.  On the other hand a solution with 0.2 mM NaBH4 was needed in order

for the formation of AuNPs.  Figure 3.4A and Figure 3.4B shows the X-ray diffraction

peaks of the Au nanoparticles and Ag nanoparticles respectively. As can be seen clearly

from the Figure 3.4A the peak centred at diffraction angle 2θ=38.5 is due to (111) plan for

Au, similarly in Figure 3.4B the peak at 2θ = 38.8 corresponds to (111) plan of Ag

nanoparticles.
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Figure 3.3 Graphs showing XRD patterns of the (A) Ag, (B) Au, and (C) Ni deposited on

the surface of the resin beads in their bulk form.  Intensity in each graph is in arbitrary unit.

A

C

B
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Figure: 3.4 X-ray diffraction pattern of the Au and Ag nanoparticles deposited on the resin

surface (recorded with grinded resin to improve signal quality).

3.3.2 Diffuse Reflectance UV-Vis spectroscopic study  

We investigated the yellow colored Ag and pink colored Au deposited beads by diffuse

reflectance UV-Vis spectroscopy. Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectra of the Au and Ag

nanoparticles deposited on the resin surface were recorded, on grinded resin powder to

improve signal quality. The diffuse reflectance spectra are shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5

Diffraction Angle
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A shows the Diffuse Reflectance UV-Vis spectra for Au nanoparticles loaded grinded

resin, As can be clearly seen from Figure 3.5A, the plasmon oscillation of Au

nanoparticles in resin is similar to that in solution occurring at 530 nm. Inset showing the

photograph of the deposited nanoparticles in resin beads (ungrounded). Similarly, Figure

3.5 B shows the plasmon resonance peaks for Ag nanoparticles, occurring at 410 nm, and

inset showing photograph of Ag nanoparticles deposited beads.  

Figure 3.5 Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectra of the Au (A) and Ag NPs (B) and

photographs of the deposited resin beads (insets).  
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The occurrence of the characteristic plasmon resonance of Au NPs absorption peak at 530

nm and for Ag deposited beads with a peak at 410 nm, indicates that, the metals were

probably deposited as nanoparticles, with similar size range as in the solution.  The

deposition of Au and Ag in the zero oxidation states were further confirmed by powder 

XRD pattern which are shown in Figure 3.4. It must be mentioned here that the present

quality spectra could be observed only with deposition on the grinded version of beads, the

details of which are described in the experimental section. The same samples used to

record XRD are used in sample holder for solid sample in diffuse reflectance mode of

UV-Vis spectrometer. 

3.3.3 Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) study of single metal deposited beads

We further pursued the nature of deposition of NPs on the beads using SEM. 

Typical SEM micrographs for Au NPs and Ag NPs deposited on the polymer surfaces are

shown in Figures 3.6. Figure 3.6 A and 3.6 B are SEM micrographs of Au NPs deposited

beads recorded for two different resolutions. On the other hand Figure 3.6 C is of Ag NPs. 

As evident from Figure 3.6 A as well as 3.6 B, the deposition of Au NPs occurred with

scattered spherical particles with sizes varying between 35 nm and 75nm.  In the case with

Ag NPs deposited on the beads (Figure 3.6 C) they were quite densely populated.  They

had widely different clusters of particle with sizes typically varying between 50 nm and

100 nm.  It is noteworthy that both the Au and Ag NPs were deposited without the

formation of thin films.  They were rather formed with NPs character retained in the beads.
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Figure 3.6 Scanning electron micrograph of the Au nanoparticles (Figures A and B) and

Ag nanoparticles deposited on single cation exchange resin bead (C) . 

A

C

B
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3.3.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)

analysis of two metals and metal semiconductor deposited beads

We have successfully deposited particles of two metals in a single resin beads. Then we

could deposite one metal and semiconductor particles also. This procedure we have

extended to deposite one semiconductor or two metals and a semiconductor.  The primary

motivation behind these pursuits was to be able to obtain a general chemical method of

deposition of multiple metallic or semiconductor species on the surfaces of polymer such

that properties of each of these materials could be exploited in the final deposited surface

of the polymer.  The scheme followed in this deposition is based on the scheme of single

metal deposition.  A metal ion was first exchanged with the cation of the resin as before. 

The first metal ion was then reduced on the surface of the resin using the borohydride

method described in the experimental section.  In this way NPs of the parent metal ions

were deposited on the resin beads.  The resin beads were then treated with dilute HCl to

activate the remaining unreacted exchangeable site, followed by keeping them in the ionic

solution of the other metal ion.  It was further treated with borohydride to reduce the

second metal ion.  For example, cation exchange resins were treated with HAuCl4 to

deposit Au NPs on the beads by reduction with NaBH4.  This was followed by treatment

of the bead with dilute HCl and then the beads were added to either AgNO3 solution or

CdCl2 solution and finally previously mentioned procedure was followed leading to

further deposition of Ag NPs or CdS particles.  We also successfully deposited two metal

Au NPs, Ag NPs and one semiconductor CdS particles on the same bead.  Such beads

containing multiple components have potential of being used as multifunctional device for
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catalysis etc. In general the deposited particles could not be detected either by UV-vis

absorption or by XRD measurement as the signals were of poor quality except for the

characteristic color due to deposition of Au NPs. However, they could be probed by SEM

with EDX (energy dispersive X-ray analysis) that revealed the presence of various metallic

and ionic species. As an example, the SEM micrograph of Au-Ag particles (Figure 3.7A)

deposited could not really be observed clearly in the form of individual particles. On the

other hands the particles could be seen clustered into lumps of deposition.  The EDX

studies showed the presence of both Au and Ag particles on the resin beads (Figure 3.7A’).

 We had recorded the UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectrum of the beads where

characteristic peak due to Au NPs only appeared (not shown here).  This could be due to

low deposition of Ag NPs.  

 A'

B

C  C'

 B'

A
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Figure 3.7 SEM micrographs and energy dispersive X-ray analysis of resin beads loaded

with (A) and (A’) Au/Ag particles; (B) and (B’) Au/ CdS particles and (C) and (C’)

Ag/Au/CdS particles.

On the other hand, Au-CdS deposited on the beads showed distribution of particles of

greater than 50 nm average sizes all over the beads (Figure 3.7B).  EDX measurement at

any arbitrary spot indicated the presence of both Au and Cd and S in that spot Figure

3.7B’).  This means that both CdS and Au particles were evenly distributed all over the

beads.  Similar results were obtained with the deposition of Au-Ag-CdS particles which

are shown in Figure 3.7C.  The EDX spectra are shown in Figure 3.7C’.  However, we

could not for certain know the nature of deposition of the second or third species as the

particle sizes could really not be discerned from the SEM pictures.  They appeared rather

clusters of particles with sizes much greater than hundreds of nanometers.

3.3.5 Determination of the thickness of the deposited films on resin surface

 Finally, we would like to mention here about the nature of deposition of various particles

on the surfaces of the polymer. In the case of deposition of bulk metal there is the

possibility of the formation of a continuous thin film on the surface of a bead.  In order to

understand the nature of deposition we cut one such bead, with deposited metal, by a razor

blade into two halves.  

        The cross section of the bead was studied by SEM and a micrograph is shown in

Figure 3.8. As clear from the figure, there is the formation of a continuous thin film of

metal deposited on the bead. The typical thickness of such films varied between 5 and 10

m on the surface.  Beyond this film there was no presence of any metallic species

indicating that the bead might not be porous enough to deposit thicker film.  The thickness
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of the film may be due to a composite of metal and the polymer rather than the metal itself.

This is quite plausible considering that the polymer bead would have enormous defects on

its surface and thus generating thick film instead of thin film.   On the other hand in the

case of deposition of metal NPs or other composite it is not possible to have a continuous

deposition of NPs.  This is evident from SEM micrographs shown earlier (Figure 3.6)

where the metal NPs were rather scattered on the surfaces of the beads. 

A polymeric resin bead is not necessarily a porous material.  Also, its surface will not be

atomically flat.  There will be a large number of defect sites on the surfaces.  Thus the

deposition of a monolayer of materials by simple reduction of the counter ion may not be

feasible.  Under our experimental condition the Na+ ions of sodium borohydride may not

be able to replace the cations in the resin and thereby could not bring the metal ions from

the beads to the solution.  On the other hand borohydride is a strong reducing agent and

thus can easily reduce the cation to its corresponding zero oxidation state.  This gives rise

to the question about the mechanism of formation of metallic film or NPs deposition.  At

high concentration of NaBH4 all or nearly all the metal cations present on the surface or in

immediate vicinity may get reduced and form a film on top of the surface.  The charge

balance may be achieved by the attachment of Na+ to the anions of the beads.  On the

other hand at a relatively lower concentration of NaBH4 there is the possibility of

incomplete reduction of the metal cations present in the beads thus forming NPs scattered

on the surface rather than forming a film.  This can also explain the deposition of two

metals, one metal and one semiconductor or even three different species in a sequential

manner. In other words, the unreduced parent metal cations would make rooms for further

incorporation of a different cation and thus giving rise to the production of two-metallic or
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metallic and semiconductor deposition on the beads. Additionally, there is the case of the

reduction of Au3+ ions to their corresponding zero-valent states being possible using both

cationic as well as anionic ion-exchange resin species and the nature of deposition was not

dependent on the concentration of NaBH4.  In other words, one could use AuCl4- in the

form of the complex with over all negative charge as well as in the form of Au3+ for

deposition on differently charged resins.  Finally, we would like to mention here that the

present method of generation of metallic and semiconductor NPs could have various

applications, one of which is demonstrated in the next chapter.

Figure 3.8 Scanning electron micrograph of metal coated bead (bulk metal) showing the

thickness of the metallic film formed in the surface of the resin. 

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have reported the syntheses of bulk as well as nanoscale metal

on the ion-exchange resin beads.  By controlling the concentration of the cation
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(corresponding to the metal) and the reducing agent we could control the nature of the

growth on the beads.  The depositions were characterized by UV-vis spectroscopy,

scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction and energy dispersive X-ray analysis

methods.  These beads could be further used for other nanotechnology based applications,

one of which is described in the proceeding chapter.
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4.1 Introduction

One of the goals of nanotechnology is the multifunctional structure generation with

nanoscale components working independently or in tandem when immobilized or fabricated

on a substrate.  Be it selective identification and destruction of cancer cells1, site-selected

drug release2 or DNA microarrays generation3 multifunctional structures with nanoscale

materials bring forth the promise of nanotechnology to its best. Development in nanoscale

science and technology has witnessed improved functions of materials by incorporating

multiple components with varying electrical, optical and chemical properties.  For example,

Au deposition on TiO2 nanoparticles (NPs) changes the band gap such that TiO2 can

photocatalyze reaction in the presence of visible light4.  Also, self-assembled Au NPs

monolayer when coated with aminosilane shows second harmonic generation due to coupled

surface-plasmon resonance5.  On the other hand, similar development in microfluidics has

helped to carry out sequential reaction as well as product separation on the same chip6. An

interesting aspect in multifunctional structure generation would be to have a component that

would catalyze a chemical reaction while the other one would detect the formation of at least

one of the products.  For example, a metal catalyzed reaction could be performed by

incorporating metal NPs on a substrate surface while the product of the catalyzed reaction

could be identified by colorimetric, potentiometric or amperometric method as applicable.  An

important and useful example in this regard would be the simultaneous oxidation of glucose

using Au NPs as catalysts and the detection of the product (gluconic acid) by any of the

methods mentioned above.  The method would be even more robust if both the catalyst and
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the sensor (for example, colorimetric) could be immobilized on a substrate surface.  This is

especially important for two reasons – the first being the ease of recovery of the catalyst as

well as the sensor; and the second reason being the use of the same system repeatedly a large

number of times.  There are a number of commercially available glucose sensing methods

based on potentiometric7, colorimetric8 and amperometric9 identification of a product. 

Moreover other methods such as Electrochemical10 and micromechanical11 glucose sensors

have been developed lately, which have their specific advantages.  The conventional sensors

are based on the use of either an enzyme or a conducting polymer12 appropriately

functionalized for the purpose.   The fundamental requirement of all the above methods is

electricity.  Also, the design of sensors is such that the sensor elements are generally for

one-time use only.  On the other hand there is no report on the simultaneous catalysis of the

reaction by noble metal NPs and detection of the product gluconic acid colorimetrically.  This

would be of even greater advantage if both of them were embedded on a substrate surface and

could be used repeatedly. The advantage could further be accentuated with the use of polymer

as the substrate and sensor. We have recently demonstrated that metal NPs and conducting

polymer composite could be generated in situ together and the properties of each of the

components could be taken advantage in order to achieve better functionality. The

compatibility of the two makes them more appealing for applications.  For example,

polyaniline- Au nanoparticle composite, when synthesized using a single reagent that reduces

HAuCl4 to Au nanoparticles and at the same time polymerizes aniline to polyaniline, first

reported in our laboratory13, possesses electrical conductivity considerably higher compared
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to polyaniline alone. Similarly it was also demonstrated that a TiO2 NP –polypyrrole

composite is a better solid state photocatalyst than the NPs alone14.

Encouraged by the success of research in nanomaterials15-18 and polymers19-20 and

the promise of multifunctional structures with nanoscale components, we have successfully

pursued the incorporation of Au NPs and PANI on the same surfaces of cation exchange resin

beads and have used these beads for catalytic oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid and for

simultaneous detection of the product of the reaction. We have chosen commercially available

cation exchange resin beads as the substrate because of their thermal, environmental and

chemical stabilities plus the ease of exchange of their cations with HAuCl4 and anilinium

chloride.  The basic idea of the procedure is to exchange both HAuCl4 and anilinium ions on

the same cation exchange resin beads and then reduce Au3+ to Au NPs by NaBH4 followed

by polymerization of aniline using H2O2.  The procedure resulted in the production of colored

beads where the formation of PANI obscured the purple color of Au NPs that were formed

initially.  The beads were then treated with NaOH solution that converted the green colored

beads into blue colored ones.  They were then used to oxidize aqueous glucose in the presence

of gaseous oxygen.  The formation of the gluconic acid was indicated by the change in color

of beads from blue to green.  The product formation was further confirmed by FTIR

spectroscopy.  The formation of Au NPs on the beads was confirmed by UV-visible

spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopic (SEM)

measurements.  As we know, this is the first report of having immobilized NPs on a substrate

surface for use as catalyst, with the deposition of a polymer on the same substrate surface for
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colorimetric sensing of the product formation.  A schematic diagram of the processes involved

in the synthesis as well as reaction and detection is shown in Figure 4.1.  Also shown in

Figure 4.2 is the reversible conversion between the two forms of PANI, namely the

emeraldine salt   (green) and emeraldine base (blue) effected by reaction with acid and base. 

Thus the Au NPs present in the beads catalyze the oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid

resulting in the change of color of the beads from blue (emeraldine base) to green (emeraldine

salt).  Also, we found that the current method can test the presence of a minimum of 1.0 mM

of glucose in water, which is comparable in sensitivity to the existing methods mentioned

before.

Figure 4.1 A Schematic diagram of various steps involved in the generation of Au

nanoparticles and polyaniline on cation exchange resin beads, where X+ is a cation generated

from HAuCl4, and their use for the oxidation of glucose and detection of the product

formation.

NaBH

Glucose+ oxygen H2O2NaOH

SO3ˉˉ PhN+H3

SO3ˉˉ

SO3ˉˉ X+

HAu
SO3ˉˉ PhN+H3

SO3ˉˉ H+

SO3ˉˉ

SO3ˉˉ PhN+H3

SO3ˉˉ H+ SO3ˉˉ H+

SO3ˉˉ H+

SO3ˉˉ H+

PhN+H3
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Figure 4.2 A representation of the reversible conversion between the two forms of PANI;

namely the emeraldine salt (green) and emeraldine base (blue) in the presence of acid and

base.

4.2 Experimental Section

4.2.1 Activation of the resin and incorporation of polyaniline and Au NPs

1.0 g of commercially available Amberlite-IR 120 cation exchange resin beads was

activated with 5.0 mL 3.0 M HCl after which the beads were washed thoroughly with water to

remove excess acid.  This was followed by keeping the beads in a solution that had 10.0 μL of

aniline dissolved in 5.0 mL of HCl.  The beads were again washed with water, which was

followed by treatment with 500.0 μL HAuCl4 solution (Aldrich, 17 wt% of Au).  Finally they

were again thoroughly washed with water.  An estimated exchange with H+ of the beads was

2.1% of anilinium and 35% of Au species.  This exchange was necessary in order for further

use of the beads both as catalyst and sensor.  Other ratio did not yield good results in terms of

color change or catalysis as required in the experiments. The beads were then treated with 1.0

mL of 0.05 M NaBH4 solution upon which the beads turned purple in color, indicative of the

(Green) (Blue)
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formation of Au NPs.  The beads were again washed with water.  This was followed by

treatment of the beads with 200 μL of 1% (v/v) H2O2 (diluted from original 30% solution

from Merck India) which turned the color of the beads to green indicating the formation of

PANI.

4.2.2 UV-vis spectroscopic studies

We noticed that the presence of Au NPs formed in normal sized beads (commercially

available) could not be probed with good signal to noise ratio using UV-vis spectroscopy and

X-ray diffraction.  In order to alleviate the problem, we first grinded the beads (0.5 g) into

finer powder using a mortar and a pestle and then loaded the powder with 250.0 μL of

HAuCl4 (17 wt%, Aldrich) followed by reducing them with NaBH4 (1.0 mL of 0.05 M).   The

beads were then washed with water followed by centrifugation to collect the solid.  They were

then dried to record XRD and UV-vis spectrum.  Similar procedure was followed for

generation of Au-PANI composite coated grinded beads required for the recording of UV-Vis

and FTIR spectra. UV-Vis spectra were recorded in a Perkin-Elmer (lambda 25)

spectrophotometer in the diffuse reflectance mode.

4.2.3 FTIR studies

As mentioned above FTIR of the coarse resin beads yields peaks with poor signals, so we

first grinded the resin beads as mentioned above. Then FTIR spectra were recorded in a

Perkin-Elmar (Spectrum One A) spectrophotometer using KBr palate.
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4.2.4 X-ray diffraction studies

It was found that in XRD also merely the coarse resin beads yields weak signals. So the

same grinded powder as mentioned above (used for FTIR studies) was used and XRD

measurements were made in a Seifert powder X – ray diffractometer (XRD 3003 TT) having

Cu - α source with wavelength 1.54 Å.

4.2.5 Scanning electron microscopic studies

For scanning electron microscopic studies we could use the green beads as obtained in the

experimental section 3.3 and mentioned above. Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) pictures

of as-coated beads were recorded in a JEOL SEM (Model No. JSM 6700F) or LEO 1430 VP

operating at 20 kV. Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) measurements were performed with

Oxford INCA X-Sight instrument.

4.2.6 Glucose oxidation studies

For the study of oxidation of glucose, at first the regular green colored (Au NPs and PANI

coated) beads were treated with 2.0 M NaOH, which converted the beads to the blue form. 

5.0 mL of 0.106 M glucose, was taken in a conical flask, and 0.02 g of the AuNP-PANI

composite beads (blue form) were added to it and the pH of the solution was maintained at 9.1

(using NaOH and HCl). Then the flask was fitted with a rubber stopper, and gaseous oxygen

was allowed to flow through a syringe needle dipped in the solution.  An outlet was also fitted
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with the rubber stopper for the excess gas to come out. The progress of the reaction was

monitored by observable color change of the beads from blue to green and then finally by

FTIR spectroscopic measurement of the product after evaporation.  In addition, polarimetric

measurement of the product solution was performed using a Perkin Elmer polarimeter (model

No 343), which uses sodium D-line at room temperature.

Also, we performed the similar experiment in the presence of Au NPs (only) on the beads

without having PANI coated.  The product however was identified using FTIR spectroscopy

only.

4.3 Results and Discussion

We have already found a protocol for deposition of various metal nanoparticles on solid

matrix, the details of which have been described in chapter 3. When cation exchange beads

were treated with HAuCl4 followed by reduction with NaBH4, Au NPs could be deposited on

the surfaces of the beads.  The beads assume characteristic purple color of Au NPs.  The Au

NPs generated on the beads remain stable for months without any visible change in color. 

The details of the Au NPs-polyaniline composite beads and the results associated with them

are described below. 

4.3.1 UV-Vis spectrum

UV-visible spectrum of the beads after treatment with NaBH4 but before treatment with

H2O2, shown in Figure 4.3(A) consists of a peak at 540 nm that is characteristic of surface

plasmon resonance of Au NPs.  Also shown in the inset of Figure 4.3 (B) is the photograph of
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a collection of beads coated with Au NPs (kept on a petri dish) with characteristic purple color

of Au nanoparticles.

Figure: 4.3 (A). Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectrum of the grinded resin beads, and (B)

(inset) photograph of the Au nanoparticles deposited resin beads.

4.3.2 X-ray diffraction studies of Au nanoparticles coated beads

X-ray diffraction studies were recorded with finely grinded resin beads deposited with

Au nanoparticles. The XRD pattern of the beads is shown in Fig 4.4. As clear from the figure

there is the presence of peak at 38.50, which corresponds to 111 face and another weak peak

at 44.50 corresponding to 200 face thus confirming the presence of Au in the beads.

A
B
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Figure 4.4:  XRD pattern of the grinded Au nanoparticles deposited resin beads.

Figure: 4.5 Scanning electron microscopy image of the Au NPs deposited on the resin

surface.
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4.3.3 Scanning electron microscope studies of Au Nanoparticle deposited beads

To study surface morphology of the Au nanoparticles deposited on the surface of the

beads, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used.  Figure 4.5 shows the typical SEM

image of the composite as deposited on a single bead. As clear from the figure there were NPs

formed on the bead with the sizes ranging from 100 nm to 200 nm.   The particles were

isolated such that such there was no discernible agglomeration of them.

4.3.4 FTIR spectroscopic studies of the Au NPs-PANI composite beads

As a requirement of the experiments Au-NP and aniline deposited polymer beads were

further treated with H2O2 for the generation of PANI.  Although, green coloration of the bead

was indicative of the formation of PANI on the surface of the beads, FTIR spectroscopy was

pursued to ascertain the formation.  The FTIR spectrum of the grinded beads was in a diffuse

reflectance mode. 
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Figure 4.6  FTIR spectrum of the composite Au-PANI resin beads.

The FTIR spectrum of AuNP-PANI composite coated beads is shown in Figure 4.6. It can be

clearly seen that spectrum contains strong peaks at 1417 cm-1 and 1500 cm-1. The presence

of these peaks indicates the presence of benzoid and quinoid ring vibration in the polyaniline

backbone. The strong band at 1150 cm-1 is also a characteristic of conducting PANI.  Thus

PANI was indeed formed on the beads by the present method.

4.3.5 Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectrum of the composite

The UV-Vis spectrum of the AuNP-PANI composite beads was also recorded using the

grinded resin beads in diffuse reflectance mode. A typical spectrum is shown in the Fig 4.7,

which consists of peaks occurring at 800 nm and 400 nm.  These peaks are characteristics of

the emeraldine salt form of PANI. Thus both the FTIR and UV-Vis spectra confirm the

deposition of conducting emeraldine salt form of PANI on the resins.
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Figure 4.7  Diffuse-Reflectance UV-Vis spectrum of the Au-PANI composite deposited on

the resin surface.

4.3.6 Scanning electron microscopy and EDX of the AuNP-PANI composite deposited on

the resin beads

In an ordinary bead, upon exchange with the salt of Au and anilinium ion and subsequently

when Au NPs were formed, the color of the beads turned purple, indicating the formation of

Au NPs on the surface.  On the other hand when the same beads were further treated with

H2O2, the color of the beads turned light green due to the formation of PANI on the surface. 

To ascertain further that the process leading to polymerization did not change or remove Au

NPs from the surface we performed SEM analysis of the beads after both Au NPs and PANI

were generated. SEM micrograph and corresponding energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis

of a composite deposited resin bead (not grinded) are shown in Figure 4.8.  The presence of

individual Au NPs scattered over the bead could be seen as bright spots over a darks

background (Figure 4.8 A).  In addition, EDX graph shown in Figure 4.8 B clearly indicates

the presence of Au in the bead.  One could also see the presence of Cl in the composite bead

as shown in the EDX spectrum in Figure 4.8 B.  
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Figure 4.8 (A) Scanning Electron micrograph (SEM) and (B) Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)

of the AuNP-PANI composite deposited on the resin surface.

This probably indicates the presence of unreduced Cl-containing Au salt in the bead.  On the

other hand, the signal due to N is considerably low which is probably due to low initial

loading of anilinium ions in the bead, essential for the generation of the composite on the

beads.

4.3.7 AuNP-PANI beads as catalyst as well as sensors

After getting the beads with proper Au NP and PANI coating, we want to use it as a

multifunctional device. For this purpose we had chosen to pursue the chemical reaction

involving oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid.  Glucose is known to get oxidized in the

presence of O2, and the reaction can be catalysed by Au NPs at alkaline pH33. The product of

the reaction changes the pH of the solution from alkaline to acidic.  Fortuitously, the change in

pH renders the change in color of PANI from blue to green.  Thus the formation of product as

BA
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a result of the reaction could be ascertained by the change in color of the PANI coated beads,

while at the same time the Au NPs content of the beads acting as the catalysts of the reaction. 

In this regard, when 0.02g of the Au NPs and PANI composite coated beads were kept in 5

mL of 0.106 M glucose solution and O2 was bubbled through the solution, the blue colored

beads turned green in 20 min.  The color change of the beads is as shown in the Figure 4.9.

The pH of the solution changed from a value of 9.1 to 1.8.  Polarimetric measurement showed

that the specific rotation of the initial glucose solution decreased from value of [α]25D = 500

to [α]25D= 200 after 20 min of the progress of reaction. This is consistent with the formation

of gluconic acid as the product of the reaction. We would also like to mention here that when

the same PANI - only coated beads (without the presence of Au NPs or HAuCl4) were used,

which means that the reaction was carried out in the same condition as above except for the

absence of Au NPs, then there was no change in color of the beads with blowing O2, even

long after 21 min. This shows that Au NP generated on the resin beads catalyzed the reaction

in the presence of O2.

Glucose and oxygen
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Figure 4.9 Photograph of the resin beads showing the change in colour during the oxidation

of glucose to gluconic acid. 

4.3.8 FTIR spectroscopic study of the reaction product

We have also pursued FTIR spectroscopic studies to confirm the product formed

during the reaction. For this purpose we have separated the product, and allowed it to dry at

room temperature. The spectra were recorded using KBr palate. The spectra are shown in the

Figure 4.10. As evident from the spectra, an additional peak, occurring at 1650 cm-1 typically

corresponding to C=O stretch of an acid, is present in the product (Figures 4.10B and 4.10 C)

from the reaction of glucose with O2 in the presence of both Au NPs and Au NPs plus PANI

containing beads, in comparison to the peaks of the reactant glucose (Figure 4.10 A). This

would mean that gluconic acid was formed as a result of the reaction in both the cases. It is

also interesting to note the accompanying change in color of the beads from blue to green (in

the case of Au NPs and PANI coated beads) as a result of the reaction and is shown in Figure

4.9.  This also supports that acid product was formed due to the reaction in the presence of

composite coated beads.
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Figure: 4.10 FTIR spectra of the (A) Glucose; (B) the dried product of oxidation of glucose

formed in the presence of Au NP (only) coated beads: (C) the dried product of oxidation of

glucose formed in the presence of Au NP –PANI composite coated beads.
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4.3.9 Sensitivity limit

Further, we would like to point out here that we have found that the minimum concentration

of glucose needed for visual observation of color change with the same amount of beads was

1.0 mM.  This sensitivity is comparable to all the existing methods of glucose testing.

When cation-exchange resin beads are treated with HAuCl4 and when exchange happens, it

is normally likely that AuCl4- will not exchange with the protons in the activated beads.

However, there is the likelihood of reduction of AuCl4- by the sulfate or other groups of the

resins.  The attached species may further be reduced by NaBH4 to generate Au NPs.  The

following observation would support the above proposition.  When HAuCl4 (acidic) was

added to an aqueous solution of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and the solution was kept for

two days the solution turned purple in color with UV-Vis spectrum consisting of characteristic

absorption of Au NPs at 530 nm.  Thus if sulfate group attached to an aliphatic organic chain

could reduce HAuCl4 to Au NPs, it may also be possible for the –SO3- groups of the resin

beads to reduce HAuCl4 into an intermediate species which can further be reduced by

NaBH4. The presence of Cl as observed in the EDX spectrum corroborates the idea of one or

more of the Cl containing Au species to be attached to the resin beads.  Once attached, they

can appropriately be reduced on the surface by a suitable reducing agent such as NaBH4.  The

reduction of cationic species such as a gold salt to Au NPs when embedded in a polymer is
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well-known, especially in the presence of UV light34. Hence, the idea of attaching an Au salt

to a polymer resin followed by chemical reduction to Au NPs, hitherto unknown, is

well-suited with the present level of knowledge in this field.  Finally, the potential for the use

of the same beads for multiple uses makes the work appealing and promising.

4.4 Conclusion

In brief, we have introduced a new method of generation of Au NPs and PANI on the

surfaces of cation exchange resin beads and then used the beads for catalytic oxidation of

glucose at the same time detection of product formation by the change in color due to the

presence of PANI on the beads.  We have been able to measure the presence of a minimum of

1.0 mM glucose in aqueous solution using the present method.  This could form the basis of

introduction of even a larger number of species in sequence or simultaneously.  Incorporation

of multiple nanoscale materials would improve the sensitivity of the elements exhibiting

multifunctionality
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5.1 Introduction

In the last few decades, considerable efforts have been made to downscale the feature

size of building blocks in various microelectronics, optical and magnetic devices. These are

necessary in order to incorporate complex functions in a single device and also to increase the

speed of currently available devices. The primary approach in such device fabrication has

been through the ‘top-down’ lithographic technique especially developed for the applications

in semiconductor industries.  In addition, recent developments in soft lithographic1 techniques

such as replica molding2-3, microcontact printing4 are creating platforms for providing cost

effective patterns over large area of substrate surfaces. On the other hand, chemists and

biologists prefer the ‘bottom up’ routes in systematic generation of superstructures for better

and system-specific performances. Additionally, scanning probe microscopy (SPM) 5 based

techniques use a combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches in the systematic

depositions of colloidal materials over substrate surfaces.  Further, SPM-based methods are

also used in pattern generation in combination with chemical, biochemical, electrical,

magnetic and mechanical methods.  

Along with the development of various techniques for generating nanopattern, the

importance of generating colored pattern has also been realized. Lithography in color with

either sub-micron scale features or with components utilizing properties of nanomaterials

occupies a special place with potential for applications in diverse fields such as in displays,

lasers, sensors, information storage and electronic papers 6-15, high-density optical

information storage16,miniaturized optical devices17,and  in biological staining18. Although,
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one looses the resolution when information is stored and retrieved in color compared to its

monochromatic counterpart (due to limits imposed by diffraction), the advantage of storing

information in “true” color cannot be overstated. Our laboratory had for the first time

introduced the idea of lithography in color with the basis that even though the resolution will

be inherently compromised while retrieving information in color (due to the limited range of

wavelength) the advantage, however, lies with the information in color being stored as it is19.

Subsequently there have been other reports in this regard20. In all the methods developed so

far the materials that have been used were either of no tunable (optical) properties or of

limited tunability. Thus there is a need for incorporation of materials in the patterns that have

tunable optical properties.  Among the materials that are of great potential use in this regard,

semiconductor nanoparticles (NPs), whose optical properties are governed by quantum

mechanical laws and thus the name quantum dots (Q dots), are drawing considerable attention

for various applications. Due to their size dependent optical properties 21 they are promising

candidates for wide range optoelectronic, photovoltaic, and biological sensing22-26 device

applications. They have also been used as single photon source, in semiconductor lasers and in

non linear optical devices27-30. Along with developing ways of generating high quality

monodispersed NPs31, pattering them on various surfaces is also important. Such arrays

would be useful in multiple color light emitting diodes (LEDs)32, pixels for field emission

displays33, multichannel chemical sensors34 etc.  Several approaches, such as crystal growth

on patterned surface by metal organic chemical vapor deposition, (MOCVD)35, interference

photolithography36, plasma etching37 and microcontact printing38, have been developed to
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fabricate them. Alexander. M. Bittner39 and his coworkers have developed a direct printing

method based on dendrimer stabilized CdS nanoparticles. Luis. M. Liz Marzan and

coworkers40 use photoactivation of semiconducting NPs to generate multicolor patterns. 

However, the pattern formed on the substrate surface was unstable in the presence of light. In

this chapter we report a new method of generation on films embedded with quantum dots

based on a combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches and demonstrate one of its

potential applications by imprinting patterns in one and two colors.  The method is based on

chemical reaction of a gaseous species with another species present in a polymer film where

the pattern is generated by exposing a selected area of the film to the reacting gas by using a

transmission electron microscopic (TEM) grid as a mask. The TEM grid, placed on the

surface, blocks the chemical reaction on that (unexposed) part of the surface thereby

producing a regular and predetermined pattern due to the formation of NPs on selected parts

of the surface.  The present method that we report herein has three objectives.  The first being

a new method of lithography using a combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches,

where the TEM grid contributes the top-down part and the molecular reaction leading to

lithographic pattern generation contributes the bottom-up approach of it. The second objective

is to develop a simple, yet powerful method for structured pattern formation on an arbitrary

surface using the objective of photolithography but the principle of molecular lithography at

various length scales of the pattern with single or multiple functional components.  The third

objective is the development of a new and versatile form of lithography for the storage of

information in color.  Although the present report is about lithography in color, the principle

behind the method would make it possible to be extended to patterning a large number of
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materials on various substrate surfaces, which would possibly make the method more general.

The present method should be able to generate structural patterns from a small to a very large

area substrate surface, which is useful for applications at various length scales.

5.1.1 Our strategy

Our objective was to generate pattern with quantum dots in polymer films. For this purpose

we used a TEM grid as the mask, and gas solid reaction to generate pattern on the unmasked

parts of the film. As shown in Figure 5.1, the Cd+2 ions were embedded uniformly in the

polymer film, and the film with TEM grid was exposed to H2S for a particular duration to

obtain uniform pattern.   
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Figure 5.1 Generation of pattern using TEM grid as mask and reaction of Cd2+ embedded in

the film with gaseous H2S. In the right top (1) is shown the optical micrograph of the

fluorescent pattern against PVP as the dark background; while at right bottom (2) is the

fluorescent CdS pattern against fluorescein dye in the PVP film. (The scale bar is 20 μm)   

We have used the chemical reaction of Cd2+ ions, present in a polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP)

polymer film, with gaseous H2S to produce fluorescent yellow/orange colored CdS NPs41.42

in the form of rectangular grid patterns that follows the pattern of the TEM grid.  In addition,

we have extended this principle for pattern generation in two colors by starting with a

fluorescent dye incorporated in all parts of the film and then selectively converting the Cd2+,

present in the unmasked part of the grid, into CdS thereby producing a regular pattern of two

colors occurring due to CdS and the dye. Further, we have been able to demonstrate the

versatility of the method by generating patterns with PbS NPs on the surface using the same

principle.  Interestingly, by superposition of two grids on the film (and using the same as a

mask) we have achieved several patterns other than square patterns and also the best line

resolution of 1 μm.  

5.2 Experimental section

In a typical experiment 0.05 M cadmium acetate was prepared in 10 mL of ethanol and

0.074 g of polyvinyl pyrrolidone (Aldrich, MW ca 29,000) was separately dissolved in 2.5 mL

of ethanol.  200 μL of each of the above solutions were mixed together.  Then 40µL of this
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solution (mixture) was placed on a microscope glass slide (typically 5 mm x 5 mm) and a thin

film was formed upon evaporation.  The typical thickness of a film was measured to be about

5 μm. In actual experiments a 3 mm diameter copper TEM grid (400 Mesh) was placed on top

of the evaporating film 15 min after the liquid was placed on the slide at room temperature. 

The slide was then placed inside a 50 mL glass vial that was covered with a parafilm.  H2S

gas, generated from an ordinary Kipps apparatus, was then blown through the container for

half an hour through a microtip.  The film could be observed to turn yellow in color and was

subsequently taken out for further analysis following removal of the grid using a pair of

forceps.  In a typical experiment it took about 30 min of exposure of H2S gas to obtain a good

imprint.  A longer exposure tended to either blurs the pattern or turned it into black.  Lower

exposure time did not generate a complete and reproducible pattern.

It may be mentioned here that we had done other experiments by varying the time of placing

of the TEM grid on the film.  We found that if the time of placement was earlier than the

above (i.e. the film was far from dry), the TEM grid could not be lifted from the film after

H2S exposure without damaging the film.  This is typically about much less than 15 min after

deposition of the film.  On the other hand if the grid was placed much after 15 min the seal

was not sufficiently good to have preferential pattern formation at the exposed sites only.  It

may further be mentioned here that on exposure to H2S, the TEM grid becomes black in color

(from initial copper color), probably due to the formation of copper sulfide.   However, our

observations suggest that this did not affect the production of patterns as desired.  For

example, we had used nickel grids and we observed the same results in that case too. Also, the
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same grid could be used repeatedly for a few times (typically three times without damage

during lift-off) for pattern generation.

5.2.1 Bicolor pattern generation

For the pattern generation in two color, the procedure was the same as above except that

200L of 4.5x10-4 M fluorescein solution in ethanol was mixed with 400 μL of the mixture

prepared as above.  The procedures for subsequent placing of the TEM grid followed by

exposure to H2S gas were exactly the same as above.

5.2.2 Patterns with PbS

In the case of generation of pattern with PbS NPs, the experimental procedure was same as

the one used for bicolor generation.  In a typical experiment, 0.05 M lead acetate (Merck)

solution was prepared in 10 mL of ethanol and 0.074 g of polyvinyl pyrrolidone (Aldrich,

MW ca 29,000) was separately dissolved in 2.5 mL of ethanol.  200 μL of each of the above

solutions were mixed together. Then, 200L of 4.5x10-4 M fluorescein solution in ethanol

was mixed with 400 μL of the above mixture.  This was followed by placing 40µL of this

solution (mixture) on a microscope glass slide (typically 5 mm x 5 mm) and a thin film was

formed upon evaporation.  A TEM grid was placed before complete evaporation (15 min after

the liquid was placed on the glass slide).  The exposure to H2S and subsequent removal of the

grid were same as in the case of CdS generation.

5.2.3 Double-Grid Mask
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We have also generated patterns with two TEM grids by aligning one atop the other in order

to achieve higher resolution.  In these experiments, two grids were first aligned under an

optical microscope, followed by transferring to the film and subsequently pressing using

hydraulic press (at 5 ton for 30 s on a 5 mm x 5 mm film) and then carefully transferred to the

film as before (with single grid).  The covered film was then exposed to H2S gas as before

and finally the grids were lifted using the procedure described above for single - grid

experiments. 

5.2.4 Fluorescence Microscopy studies 

In order to observe the pattern formation on the film, the TEM grid was carefully removed

from the film and the film on the glass slide was used for observation using a Karl Zeiss

epifluorescence microscope (Axioskop2 MAT).  The sample (film) was excited with light of

three different wavelengths.  For ultraviolet excitation, the wavelength was in the range of 365

nm and was collected by a band pass filter beyond 390 nm.  For blue excitation, the

wavelength was in the range of 450 – 490 nm and the emission was collected by a band pass

(high) filer beyond 515 nm.  For green excitation, the wavelength was in the range of 536-554

nm and the emission was collected by a band pass (high) filter beyond 565 nm.  

5.2.5 Spectroscopic Studies

UV-vis and fluorescence spectroscopic studies were performed by placing the film in the

sample compartment of the spectrophotometer. A Perkin-Elmer lambda25 UV-vis

spectrophotometer and a Varian Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotmeter were used for the
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studies.  For the spectroscopic, X-ray diffraction and TEM studies (below), we used the plain

film sample without covering with a TEM grid.

5.2.6 X-ray diffraction studies 

To further characterize the particles formed on the film, and to measure the particle size,

X-ray diffraction of the sample was recorded using a Seifert powder X – Ray diffractometer

(XRD 3003 TT) with Cu - α source at wavelength 1.54 Å and the data were recorded at room

temperature.  As a larger size film was required for the measurement, the whole film (3mm x

3mm) was exposed to H2S gas without the use of the grid and once the yellow color

formation was observed after 30 min of exposure to the gas, the film was used as it is for

XRD measurement.

5.2.7 Transmission Electron Microscopic Studies

In order to perform TEM studies of the NPs generated in the process, the entire film (1.5

mm x 1.5 mm) was dissolved in 3 mL ethanol followed by diluting the solution to 10 mL. 

One drop of the diluted solution was placed on a TEM grid (carbon coated copper grid) and

was allowed to dry under the ambient condition.  The grid was then placed under a JEOL

(Model 1200 EX) transmission electron microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of

120 KV for further observations.

5.2.8 Atomic Force microscopy (AFM) measurements 
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Atomic force microscopic measurements were made of as-prepared film with patterned CdS

NPs on it, using a Veeco Multimode AFM. The recording was done in tapping mode. 

5.3 Results and Discussion

When a TEM grid is placed on a polymer film that is more of a paste than a completely

dried film then parts of the film can essentially be blocked from being exposed to the

impending gas molecules, especially if the exposure is for a relatively shorter duration.  When

the Cd2+ ions, present in the polymer (PVP), reacted with H2S they produced CdS particles. 

Thus in the final film a regular patterns of CdS particles would form on the film following the

TEM grid pattern.  Systematic studies were performed to find the optimum concentration of

Cd2+ in the film and it was found that the TEM grid to be placed after 15 min after the liquid

was placed on the slide at about 250 C. Further studies shows that to obtain highly fluorescent

film 30 minutes exposure to H2S gas is sufficient. With increasing exposure time more that

reduces the fluorescence intensity of such pattern while lesser exposure time leads to

incomplete pattern formation. A typical fluorescence microscopic image of one such film is

shown in Figure 5.2. As clear from the figure, the above method produced regular square,

apparently two-dimensional boxes of yellow colored patterns against a dark background. 

Each yellow colored box in Figure 5.2 has the dimensions of about 48 μm x 48 μm, which are

equal to those of the holes in the TEM grid.  The yellow color formation indicates that CdS

NPs were possibly generated in the film. This observation indicates that during exposure of

the polymer film to H2S, and masked by the grid, the molecules could only react with the

Cd2+ ions present in the open part (unmasked region) of the film and there is no evidence to
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suggest that H2S penetrated through the grid mask. The placing of the grid on the film, when

the polymer was not completely dry, made an effective seal where H2S could not penetrate

through the side (covered parts) even though it reacted with Cd2+ present in the unmasked

parts by penetrating along the depth of the film.  This is consistent with our observation that

when the grid was placed on a dried film (i.e. after 15 min of film formation) the seal was not

good and CdS formation (fluorescence) could be observed even in the masked part where H2S

moved laterally also.

Figure 5.2 A typical fluorescence micrograph of the CdS nanoparticles patterned on PVP

films using the present method of imprinting.  The scale bar is 20 μm.

5.3.1 UV-Visible spectroscopic study
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UV-Vis spectrum of the film (prepared in the absence of a TEM grid) showed a broad

peak with a maximum at around 410 nm Figure 5.3 (a), which is characteristic of CdS NPs

present in the matrix.  The intensity and wavelength maximum varied from sample to sample

and is known to be very sensitive to the size and shape of the NPs formed.  In the present set

of experiments, the particle sizes of CdS were rather small with a narrow distribution, as

shown later from the TEM measurements. 

Figure 5.3 Absorption (a) and emission (b) spectra of a typical CdS / PVP film at room

temperature. For fluorescence, excitation wavelength was set at 415 nm.

a

b
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Fluorescence spectrum of the same film when excited at 415 nm consisted of two sharp peaks

at 535 nm and 545 nm and a broad peak with several humps spanning 580 – 680 nm Figure

5.3 (b).  The sharp peaks are known to represent the band gaps and are thought to occur due to

recombination of electron-hole pair.  On the other hand the broad peaks in the longer

wavelength region are due to radiative charge recombination of the surface trap states and

these may be the primary color seen under the microscope.  Lackowicz et al42 have reported

similar observations in their Cd2+ enriched CdS NPs, which may well be the case in the

present system. This is consistent with our observation of yellow/orange boxes on the film.

Both the UV-vis and fluorescence spectra together support that CdS NPs were probably

formed, which gave rise to color in the film. 

5.3.2 X-ray diffraction study

We further pursued X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies to probe the formation of CdS

NPs and to get an idea of the particles sizes.  For this experiment we had allowed the entire

film containing Cd2+ ions without the presence of a TEM grid, to be exposed to H2S gas, as

the XRD experimental setup requires a larger film than to be obtained using a TEM grid.  All

other conditions of the experiment were kept the same.  An XRD plot shown in Figure 5.4

indicates the formation of CdS particles grown primarily in the (111), (220) and (311) lattice

planes with a relatively smaller and sharper peak representing growth in the (200) plane. 

Particle sizes, when calculated using Scherrer43 formula, Crystallite Size D crystallite =

kλ/βcosθ,  Where k =0.8-1.39 (usually close to 0.9), λ= is the wavelength of the radiation λCu
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= 1.54056 Å, β - FWHM (full width at half maximum) in radians, θ - the position of the

maximum of diffraction. The particle size were found to be typically 11 nm, 15 nm and 16 nm

corresponding to the graphs in (111), (220) and (311) planes respectively. Thus XRD studies

demonstrate that the present procedure of exposure of Cd2+ containing film to H2S gas

resulted in the formation of CdS NPs.

Figure 5.4 X-ray diffractogram of CdS deposited on the PVP film.  The principal

Bragg-diffraction lines are identified.
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5.3.3 Transmission electron microscopic study

Further, the formation CdS NPs was supported by the observation of the particles

under a TEM.  For this the film was dissolved in ethanol prior to sample preparation.  A

typical micrograph is shown in Figure 5.5. As clear from the figure, the particles formed were

spherical and had diameter of about 4 nm.  A sample plot of particle size distribution indicates

that there were greater than 90% of the population with sizes of 4 nm (small) and the rest were

distributed between 5-7 nm (large) and some were also less than 4 nm diameter.  Thus the

present method of CdS formation using a gas-solid reaction generated primarily NPs of small

sizes and of narrow size distribution.  

Figure 5.5 A typical transmission electron micrograph of CdS nanoparticles produced in the

film.
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5.3.4 Effect of TEM grid on the film

It is important to note here that the procedure followed in this protocol in placing and

subsequently lifting of the TEM grid after exposure did not damage the basic uniformity of the

film structure in terms of distribution of CdS NPs covered boxes.  In other words, the

production of uniformly patterned surface covered with CdS NPs could be possible using the

present method, thus keeping the integrity of the film intact.  This can be appreciated if one

notices the uniformity of distribution of CdS deposited boxes in the film in Figure 5.1.  It may

further be mentioned here that upon exposure to H2S the TEM grid becomes black in color

(from initial copper color), probably due to the formation of copper sulfide.  However, our

observations suggest that this did not affect the production of patterns as desired.  For

example, we had used nickel grids and we observed the results similar to those mentioned

above.  This indicates that even though the exposed top part of the copper grid reacted with

H2S, it did not affect the pattern formation used in our method.  Further, since the masked

parts contain color characteristic of the background (PVP or the dye in case of two color

experiment) it can be assumed that the reaction of TEM grid with H2S did not affect the final

desired outcome.  Also, we did not observe any effect of possibly trapped H2S on the features.

 For example, we have recorded the fluorescence micrograph of a sample with an interval of 1

year (the first measurement was performed within 1 hour of preparation) and we did not

observe any significant change either in feature size or shape.  In addition, we have observed

no difference in features between the one observed before the removal of TEM grid and after

the removal of the same.  Also, we have found that in most of the cases the TEM grids can be
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reused for a few cycles (three to four times).  However, sometimes the grid did get damaged

(as a result of being bent or broken) during lifting and hence could not be reused.

5.3.5 Atomic Force Microscope study

In order to better understand the formation of CdS on the film we pursued atomic force

microscopic (AFM) study of a part of the film.  This is shown in Figure 5.6 (a).  As evident

from the figure there are the formation of walls around the centre of the box, and which is in

between the centre of the box and the grid-lines.  This “hill” formation probably occurred

during the placing of the grid on the film (due to the weight of the grid) before it was

completely dried.   In other words, it is due to material transfer from the covered part of the

film to the open part of the film when the TEM grid is placed on it.  Thus when relatively less

amount of gas is blown over the film, the Cd2+ ions present in the top “hilly” portions react

much more than the bottom “crater” portions.  Also, the three-dimensional hill-like structures

would have much more exposed surface area for reaction with the impending gas than those

of the two-dimensional film at “crater” parts of the film.  This essentially leads to the

formation of colored rims at the beginning of exposure.  Upon further exposure to H2S, the

Cd2+ ions from all parts of the box get converted to CdS leading to apparent yellow colored

box formation.  
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Figure 5.6 (a) AFM of a selected area of a typical film with CdS imprinted using the present

method.  (b) Section analysis for measuring the height of the “hill” from the “valley”.  (c)

Section analysis for measuring the dimension of each box.  

It may be mentioned here that the AFM picture (Figure 5.6 a ) shows that each yellow colored

box in Figure 5.1 is in reality a three-dimensional structures with “hilly” rims and a “valley” at

the centre.   The intense fluorescent color from the CdS present in the film blurs the

three-dimensional structure and makes them appear like a two-dimensional box.  Further, in

a

b

c
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certain cases the placing of the grid on the film results in the formation of non-uniform

heights of the film-rim, which leads to deposition on the “hilltop” and thus formation of

structures other than the rim.  

5.3.6 Effect of H2S gas on the film with time

We also noticed that exposure of the film to H2S for a shorter duration than mentioned

above did not produce a continuous box but generated a structure, which is essentially a rim in

the box.  A typical deposition of CdS on the film from a 15 min of H2S exposure (compared

to a regular exposure of 30 min shown in Figure 5.1) is shown in Figure 5.7.  As can be seen

from the figure for most of the boxes the initial depositions appeared to have occurred at the

periphery rather than at the center.  There is also a box or two where the CdS was formed on

one side of the box than the other.  It is expected that a film with uniform distribution of Cd2+

would produce NPs distributed uniformly over the film.  However, the present observation

apparently indicates something other than the above.  

The occasional presence of lines in Figure 5.7 in some of the boxes is probably due to

cracks formed during the drying process, which are clearly visible at low concentration of CdS

deposition but are not discernible at higher deposition (Figure 5.2).  In other words, the

brighter lines are the “hilly” portions between the depressed (cracks) parts and thus react

easily with the gas and thereby produced fluorescence at an early exposure. AFM

measurement confirms that the size of each box is 48 μm x 48 μm (Figure 5.6 (b).  It also

suggests that a typical height of each “hill” is about 3.6 μm when measured from the center of

the box Figure 5.6 (c).  This height would certainly be a function of the fluidity of the polymer

film as decided by the time of placing the grid on it. However, as the typical film thickness is
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on the order of 5 μm, the hills and valleys generated (with height difference of 3.6 μm) in the

structures do not affect the overall continuity of the film. Also, the TEM grid used were

ordinary copper grid without any preferential coating on a side.  In other words, the side of the

grid used did not matter in creating the seal and imprinting the lithographic pattern by

preferential CdS formation in the film.  The color difference of CdS in Figure 5.1 and Figure

5.2 is probably due to particle sizes formed under two different local reaction conditions. 

Also the gradient of color could possibly be due to presence of different sizes of CdS NPs,

which gives rise to different fluorescence color due to their size differences, even under

excitation by the same light.  This is further corroborated by the observation of formation of

particles of different sizes from TEM measurements (Figure 5.5). Further, it may be

mentioned here that CdS NPs formation on the film surface may not be limited to surface

plane.  

Figure 5.7 Exposure of the film to H2S for 15 min only resulted in incomplete conversion

resulting in non-uniform distribution of particle formation.  A typical fluorescence micrograph

is shown here. The scale bar is 20 μm.
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As clear from Figure 5.6 (a), the exposed area of the film is not two dimensional and thus CdS

would form in all the exposed three dimensional surfaces of the film.  In addition, the film

may be sufficiently porous for the H2S to enter inside the film and form a three dimensional

network of CdS NPs.  However, the exact depth of the CdS formation in the film would

depend on the porosity of the film as well as the time of exposure to the gas.

5.3.7  Bicolor pattern of CdS and PbS

We were further interested in extending this technique to achieve lithographic patterning

using fluorescent materials of two different colors on the same film where CdS NPs would be

one of the fluorescent materials.  The idea is that CdS would be produced by the reaction of

H2S with Cd2+ in the exposed part of the film, whereas the unexposed part of the film would

retain its original fluorescence due to the dye.  This would be even better if the reaction of

H2S with the dye reduces the fluorescence due to the dye. For this experiment we began with

a dye (fluorescein) incorporated in the film at the time of film preparation by dissolving the

dye in the solution mixture, the details of which have already been included in the

experimental section.  The film was deposited on a glass slide in the same way as before and a

TEM grid was placed on it as before.  The film was then exposed to H2S gas as earlier and the

TEM grid was subsequently removed.  We observed that a regularly patterned film with two

distinct colors containing two differently fluorescent species could be obtained in this way.  A

typical picture is shown in Figure 5.8 in which the distinct yellow-orange (CdS) boxes of 48

μm x 48 μm sizes are uniformly distributed against the background of green colored
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fluorescence from the dye present in the film (when excited by blue light).  There are two

important things that need to be mentioned here.  First of all the color due to the emission of

CdS could be obtained even in the presence of fluorescence of the dye which is present all

over the film.  Also, the intensity and green color of the background (unexposed parts) due to

the dye did not get changed significantly even if the film was exposed to H2S although

selectively.  This also means that H2S did not generally migrate (diffuse) into the region

outside the open grid boxes.  We noticed that when the TEM grid covered film was exposed

to H2S for a shorter time (10 min) there was the presence of black spots at the center of the

boxes (similar to those in Figure 5.7) indicating that the reaction of H2S with the dye and

Cd2+ diminished the intensity of green fluorescence of the dye.   
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Figure 5.8 Fluorescence micrograph of a section of the polymer film consisting of rectangular

boxes of CdS nanoparticles against the background of a dye.  The scale bar is 20 μm.

Further, even though the fluorescent dye is present in the background, the formation of CdS

NPs on the selected parts of the film and the fluorescence from the NPs resulted in the

creation of two color pattern formation on the film.  In addition, when a blank film with the

dye only and no Cd2+ was exposed to H2S gas the color of the fluorescence diminished

significantly after an exposure of more than 20 min. Thus the reaction of H2S with Cd2+ and

the dye present in the film served the twin purpose of diminishing the fluorescence of the dye

and formation of CdS NPs that are highly fluorescent.

In order to show the feasibility of the present approach for patterns with other materials on

the film, we have pursued and obtained patterned films of PbS on PVP surface using the same

method as mentioned in the (experimental section 5.2.2), except that we had started with lead

acetate in the film rather than Cadmium-acetate and the grids used were either a nickel grid or

a copper grid. A typical pattern appeared to be similar to that for CdS NPs (not shown here).

However, since PbS emits in the near infrared region the contrast of color with PVP only film

was not good.  On the other hand when the fluorescein dye was incorporated in the film the

green background fluorescence from the dye (when excited by blue light) provided a good

contrast for the dark colored patterned due to PbS NP formation.  We show a typical

fluorescence micrograph of one such film, obtained using two grids together as the mask in

Figure 5.9, when excited by blue light.  As clear form the figure the typical dark rectangular

patterns due to the formation of PbS NPs, could be seen against the background of PVP with
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dye.  Similarly a film, without the presence of the grid when exposed to H2S gas generated a

film that consisted of PbS nanocrystals as evidenced by XRD spectrum shown in Figure 5.10. 

The diffraction planes identified in the figure match with those of PbS.  The average particle

size calculated from the spectrum was 20-24 nm.

Figure 5.9 Fluorescence micrograph of the PbS pattern formed against background of

fluorescein dye.
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Figure 5.10 X-ray diffractogram of PbS deposited on the PVP film.  The principal

Bragg-diffraction lines are identified.

5.3.8 Pattern of various shape

We further pursued experiments to obtain structures of various sizes and shapes on the films. 

This was achieved by superposition of two TEM grids, where the patterns on each grid (holes)

were kept at an angle with the other.  This would produce a double-grid with a large number

of patterns (holes) of different shapes and sizes. This is shown in the figure below 

+
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Figure 5.11 Schematic diagrams depicting the generation of patterns of various shapes using

two grids.

When this double-grid was placed on the film containing either Cd2+ or Pb2+ ions with dye

and was then exposed to H2S gas, a large number of patterned structures could be obtained as

seen through a fluorescence microscope.  Figures 5.12 A, 5.12 B and 5.12 C show typical

examples of patterned CdS NPs on the film when excited by blue light, and generated using

the present method.  The dark lines present in between the bright ones are due to valley

formation as explained before.  Similar example of PbS NPs generated on a dye containing

film using two grids was already shown in Figure 5.9 while the picture was obtained by

exciting the film with blue light.  As clear from all the figures there are a variety of structures,

that could vary from being rectangular in shape to simple line to a triangular and other shapes,

could be generated using the present method.  Thus it is possible to obtain various structured

patterns on the film with quantum dots as one of the fluorescent materials.  Another

interesting aspect of the method here is that even though we have used two separate TEM

grids we were able to obtain clear patterns when superimposed on each other and embedded in

a film.   In other words, there was no clear diffusion of H2S gas through these ‘holes’ that

would have otherwise marred the features we have observed.  
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Figure 5.12 Fluorescence micrographs of CdS patterns formed using two grids.  A shows the

parallel line patterns (scale bar is 5 μm), while B and C are other angular shapes generated

using two grids (scale bar is 20 μm).

5.3.9 Pattern with the best possible resolution 

Finally, we also pursued experiments in order to achieve highest possible resolution of

imprints of NPs on the film.  We have used a two grid mask system as described above and

used Cd2+ in the film without the presence of the dye.  The result from three single lines

obtained in the film (yellow colored line observed when excited by blue light) is shown in

Figure 5.13.  As clear from the figure the best resolution obtained in the present set of

experiment is 1μm (top right one).  Thus by suitably placing the grids (one atop the other) we

could obtain a resolution of 1 μm in the patterned generation of CdS on PVP film.  Even

though the highest resolution we have achieved using the present method in combination with

A

B

C
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TEM grids and polymer is 1 μm, the principle could possibly be extended to reach near

theoretical resolution. 

Figure 5.13 Fluorescent micrograph of CdS NPs formation with highest resolution achieved

herein using a two-grid mask.  The film was excited with blue light.  The minimum line width

in top right is 1 μm. 

5.3.10 Wavelength dependent studies

Further, we have pursued excitation of the bi-colored patterned film with light of three

different wavelengths.  The results are shown in Figure 5.14. Figure 5.14 (A) shows the

fluorescence micrograph of the film when excited by blue light (wavelength 450-490 nm).  As

clear from the picture the orange emission in the form of square patterns appeared from the

exposed parts of the film along with green fluorescence from the background (dye containing
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film).  When the same film was excited by UV-light (wavelength 365nm) we observed light

red patterns on the film against bluish scattered background.  

Figure 5.14 Fluorescence micrograph of a Fluorescein CdS in PVP film, excited at two

different wavelengths.   Micrograph in A was recorded when the film was excited using light

at 450-490 nm, while that in B was recorded using light of wavelength 365 nm and C was

recorded using light of wavelength 536-554 nm.  

In other words, the emission was weak red fluorescence from the CdS NPs and no

fluorescence could be observed from the dye containing background. Finally, when the film

was excited by green light (wavelength 536-554 nm) no clear emission from any part of the

A B

C
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film could be observed.  The excitation as well emission (observed herein) of both the dye and

CdS NPs are sensitive to the wavelength of light and the above observations support that even

though the whole part of the film is excited by light, because of sensitivity of light absorption

as well as emission due to the chemical constituents in the film, patterned sections could be

viewed in the presence of other parts by suitably adjusting the wavelength of excitation.  In

other words, by suitably choosing the excitation wavelength of light, it is possible to have

fluorescent patterns either from both the constituents (patterned) on the film; or one of the two

constituents can be made fluorescent while the other material would not fluoresce.   

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have reported the development of a new form of lithography that

involves a reaction between a gas and an ion embedded in a polymer film. The principle is

based on a combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches in which a TEM grid was

placed on a PVP film containing Cd2+ ions, which was then exposed to H2S gas. This led to

the generation of a fluorescent yellow pattern due to the formation of CdS nanoparticles on

exposed parts of the film. Also, we have used the same method to generate patterns in two

colors by starting with a green fluorescent dye incorporated into the film and following the

same procedure in which patterned yellow-orange CdS NPs were distributed over the

background fluorescence of the dye. Additionally, we have shown that the placing of the grid

on the film (before it was dry) created an effective seal; however, the structure of the film

became three dimensional with the presence of “hills” and valleys.  Also, we have shown that

film patterned with PbS NPs could be generated in the same way.  Finally, we have been able
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to generate patterns of different shape and sizes using a two grid mask and we have been able

to achieve a resolution on the order of 1 μm.   We have used fluorescence microscopy, UV-vis

and fluorescence spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy,

and X-ray diffraction methods for the characterization of the products and patterns. This

method could possibly be a fairly general method of generating patterned materials on 2D and

3D substrates.
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6.1 Introduction

The synthetic schemes developed over the last two decades or so, for nanoscale

materials with tunable optical1, chemical2, electronic3 and mechanical properties have

created a platform for further development in devices consisting of nanoscale functional

units4,5.An important requirement for the fabrication of functional device is to have

organized and well-defined structures on two and three-dimensional substrate surfaces.  The

structures could be made of arrays of nanoparticles (NPs)6 patterned on solid surfaces, with

the scope of utility of the nanoscale properties of the patterned materials as the functional

units.  The last few decades have witnessed significant growth of a number of methods of

imprinting nanoscale materials or structures on substrate surfaces. The methods are roughly

divided into two generic categories – the top-down approach and the bottom up approach. 

The top-down approach involves systematic reduction of dimensions of bulk materials till

they reach nanoscale.  Lithographic principles involving light, electron and ion beams have

been the primary work horses in this approach .On the other hand the bottom up approaches

with systematic organization of atomic and molecular materials into zero, one, two and

three-dimensional functional structures have opened up far superior avenues that would

otherwise have been difficult if not impossible- to achieve using the top down approaches7, 8.

The combination of two approaches – the self-assembly approach using the principles of

chemistry and biology and the top-down approach- in fabricating devices is itself a natural

extension of the two9-11. For example combining chemical lithography mediated by Ag NPs,

where Au NPs has been adsorbed on lithographically patterned surface and  further using 
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visible laser to reduce selective part of the surface, well-defined  patterns have been

obtained12. Arrays of nanoparticles (NPs) when organized in a desired fashion are expected to

generate devices such as photonic crystals13, laser diodes, sensors14, and magnetic storage

devices15 with enhanced sensitivity and capacity 16, 17.  The principles used so far in

fabricating such structures have been primarily based on lithography using light18

micro-contact printing19, focused ion beams20, electrons beams21 and also dip-pen

lithography22 and other scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques. Also, Si surfaces have

been patterned with Au using lift-off electron beam lithography, and the resulting patterns

were then amplified by surface initiated polymerization23, 24. Further, photolithography has

been coupled to molecular self-assembly to produce functional micropatterns for application

in bioscience25.  However, the primary objective of systematic arrangements of NPs,

especially hybrid NPs, on a surface still remains to be fulfilled. 

 An ideal scenario would be the combination of the properties of NPs and those of

electroactive and photoactive polymers with patterned imprint on substrate surfaces.  In that

situation the NPs would provide the size-dependent optical, chemical and electronic properties

and the polymer would provide the mechanical flexibility, electrical conductivity and also

photoluminescent or electroluminescent properties.  Several methods have been developed in

our laboratory in the generation of polymer-NP composite materials with superior

performance26-28. Also, A.G.Macdiarmid and co-workers have reported a simple method of

“line-patterning” of polypyrrole films29 on transparency sheet surface. On the other hand,
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R.A.de. Barros30 and co-workers reported a versatile method for writing with conducting

polymers using a conventional Deskjet Printer. Further, polyaniline (PANI) microstructures

have been fabricated on ITO, glass and silica surfaces using microcontact printing and

electrochemistry31. Patterned hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces have also been used to

deposit films of PANI and polypyrrole32. However, fundamental limitation of using PANI

due to low solubility in most solvents poses a barrier for various applications.  

In this chapter, we report a new method of imprinting predefined patterns of composite of

Au and Ag NPs on a glass substrate (surface), where we have used the principle of soft

lithography33, redox reactions and simple assembly of NPs in a confined space at a higher

temperature in order to achieve the desired patterns.  The patterns could be in the form of

parallel lines of NPs separated by a distance on the order of 1 m, or they could be cross lines

with separations of the above order. These composite metallic lines have further been used as

a template to deposit Au NPs-PANI composite in a patterned fashion. The initial deposits of

Au-Ag NP composite particles were characterized by UV-vis spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction

and scanning electron microscopic (SEM) techniques to ascertain the nature of the materials

and structures of the patterns. It was found that final structures retain the characteristic optical

properties of a combination of Ag and Au NPs. SEM studies revealed that in the final

patterned structures, the NPs remain separated with characteristic dimensions on the order of

50 nm or less. Interestingly, confocal laser scanning microscopic (CLSM) evidences suggest

three dimensional natures of the patterns.  Atomic force microscopic evidences indicated the

deposition of polymer-NPs composite in organized patterns following the metallic lines.  A
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schematic representation of the process leading to the pattern generation on glass is shown in

Figure 6.1.

PANI

Heating at 300oC 

Aniline+HAuCl4
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the procedure depicting different steps leading to

formation of patterned surface with Ag-Au composite nanoparticles, followed by patterned

depositions of polyaniline as composite.                                                          

6.2 Experimental Section

6.2.1. Preparation of the Ink: In a typical experiment three stock solutions were initially

prepared.  They were (a) 0.076 g of Polyvinyl pyrrolidone (Aldrich, MW ca 29,000) in 2.5 mL

of ethanol; (b) 2.9 x 10-2 M AgNO3 (E. Merck India) in 5 mL of ethanol; and (c) 1.7 x 10-3

M HAuCl4 in 5 mL ethanol (prepared by diluting 10 L of HAuCl4 (Aldrich, 17 wt%) to 5

mL).  200 L portions of each of the above solutions were then mixed together which resulted

in a purple color solution. The purple colored solution was further used as the ink for

stamping patterns as described later. 

6.2.2. Preparation of the stamp and stamping: We used an ordinary compact disc (CD)

component - both the alumina and the poly carbonate parts – as the stamp. This is based on a

previously reported procedure34. In brief, the components of the CD were washed thoroughly

(after dismantling) using methanol and then air dried prior to use as the molds for stamping. 

This was followed by inking the stamp with the purple solution as prepared above. 20 μL of
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the solution was pipette out using a micropipette and put it on to the stamp, which was then

allowed to partially dry for 3 min and then washed with ethanol to remove the excess ink.

Then the stamp were placed on a 5 mm x 5 mm glass slide and appropriate pressure was

applied onto them which resulted in partial transfer of the ink to the glass slide as observable

by the development of interferences fringes on the slide. In typical experiments, we used the

polycarbonate parts of the CD because of the ease of use. However, it was found that the

aluminum parts also provided good patterns. 

In a similar way, cross patterns were generated, using identical stamps and inks, by

pressing the inked mold twice in sequence, and at angle to the original direction, onto the

glass slide. 

6.2.3. Burning polymer off from the glass slide:  The stamped glass slides were heated in

Muffle furnace to burn the polymer completely. It was found that heating at 300 0 C for 30

min removed the polymer, leaving behind patterns of Au-Ag on the surface. The absence of

the carbon-containing polymer was confirmed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

(EDS).

6.2.4 Optical microscopic studies: After transferring the pattern of the mold to the glass

slides, the slides were monitored with Karl Zeiss epifluorescence microscope (Axioskop2

MAT) in normal view (reflection) mode.
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6.2.5 UV-Visible spectroscopic studies: UV-vis spectra of individual slides, coated with

patterned polymer plus inorganic components or just the inorganic components (for

post-heated samples), were recorded by placing the slide in the sample compartment of a

Perkin-Elmer lambda 25 UV-vis spectrophotometer. Ordinary microscope (glass) slides were

used as the reference for the measurements.

6.2.6 X-ray diffraction studies: In order to further characterize the films X-ray

diffraction patterns of individual slides were recorded using a Bruker D8 X-ray diffractometer.

 As the sample required is large, the sample used were plain thin films of dimensions 25 mm x

25mm prepared without stamping.  Both the preheated and post-heated samples were recorded

under identical conditions. 

6.2.7 Scanning electron microscopic studies: Scanning electron microscope measurements

were performed with a LEO VP 1430 instrument operating at 20 KV, and the EDS

measurements were performed with an Oxford INCA –X-sight instrument.  The samples were

coated with 10Å of gold film before recording of the micrographs. 

6.2.8 Confocal laser scanning microscopic studies: Confocal laser scanning microscopic

(CLSM) studies were carried out with a Karl Zeiss LSM510 Meta instrument consisting of an

inverted microscope.  The incident laser excitation wavelength used for the measurements was

488nm.  The three-dimensional pictures were recorded in Z-stacking mode.
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6.2.9 Deposition of PANI: To deposit polyaniline on the Au-AgNP composite lines, the glass

slides with well-defined pattern of Ag-AuNP (after heating) were dipped in a solution

containing 15 mL of water, 2 mL (3M) HCl, 120 μL distilled aniline and 50 μL of 8.3x10-3 M

HAuCl4 for 4 h. Deposition of PANI on the glass slides could be observed by appearance of

green color in the slides. To remove the excess PANI, the glass slides were put in a beaker

(with water) and sonicated for 5 mins.  The slides were then dried in the air for further

analysis. 

6.2.10 Atomic force microscopic studies: To find out the nature of PANI deposited on the

lines, the glass slides after deposition of PANI were observed under VEECO nanoscope IV

(a). The images were recorded in contact mode.

6.2.11 UV-visible study of the PANI deposited films: To confirm the presence of PANI on

the lines, and to know whether the deposited PANI retained reversibility of its optoelectronic

properties in terms of conversion between the two forms, upon treatment with acid and bases,

we prepared sample of PANI deposited on Au-AgNP composite containing glass without

patterning. A large sample was required for spectroscopic studies.  The procedure of

deposition was otherwise same as used in experimental section 6.2.9. Initially green colored

deposition was observed.  UV-vis spectrum of the slide was recorded.  The slide was then

treated with 1 M NaOH solution for 1 min.  The color of the slide turned blue.  The UV-vis

spectrum of the slide was then recorded.  Microglass slides were used as the blank for

recording the spectra. We had to sometime use two slides containing the same form of PANI,
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placed together in the sample compartment of the spectrophotometer, in order to obtain better

quality spectra.  

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Optical microscopic Studies  

When a thin fluid film of the polymer-NP composite “ink” is placed on the CD mold and then

evaporated, the “hill” parts of the mold retain the “ink” at higher positions than the “valley”

parts where ink goes into a dip upon evaporation. Afterwards, when the mold is placed on a

glass slide then the composite ink from the “hill” portions is transferred to the surface

providing a regular pattern of parallel lines of the composite materials imprinted on the

surface.  The separation of lines on the imprint would follow the separation of “hills” in the

mold.  That is also what we have observed in the present case. Figure 6.2(A) shows optical

micrograph of a typical transfer due to imprinting.  As clear from the figure, the quality of

transfer is quite good as the lines are continuous with width the same as the original mold

(about 0.8 m) and well separated without splashing. Also, the separation between the lines

followed that of the mold (about 1 m).  We also noticed that when the slide was heated at

3000C for 30 min to remove the polymer content, the lines retained their characteristics as

clear from Figure 6.2(B)
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Figure 6. 2  Optical micrographs of the stamped sample (A) before and after (B) heating.

6.3.2 UV-visible spectroscopic and X-ray diffraction Studies  

UV-vis spectrum (Figure 6.3A) of the deposited materials consisted of a peak at 535 nm

which is characteristics of Au NPs present in the film.  Thus the initial deposition consisted of

Au NPs in the composite structures.  X-ray diffraction measurement of the deposited

structures showed (Figure 6.3B) peaks at 32.130, and 46.130 (2θ values) which are assigned

to be the diffraction from (200) and (220) planes of AgCl. Also present was a weak peak at

38.020 due to diffraction from (111) plane of Au.  Thus the present method can produce

uniform parallel line patterns of composite materials where the Au NPs are present as the

“active” optical components with the additional presence of AgCl. It must be stated here that

the presence of AgNO3 was essential in PVP for the formation of Au NPs.  We observed that

in the absence of AgNO3, when HAuCl4 alone was present in the PVP solution, no coloration

was observed for after a week, indicating the lack of formation of Au NPs in the medium.
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Figure 6.3 UV-Visible spectrum of the sample before heating (A), and XRD patterns of the

same sample (B).

Further, the samples were heated at 3000C to remove the polymer.  For the UV-vis and XRD

studies larger samples were required and hence simple composite films were evaporated

without patterns.  All other conditions were the same as with the patterned lines. UV-vis

spectrum of the post-heated slide Figure 6.4(A) consisted of a broad peak which in itself
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appears to be the superposition of two peaks one at 430 nm, which is characteristic of Ag NPs,

while the other one was near the original peak of Au NPs occurring at 565 nm.  

Figure 6.4 UV-visible spectrum of the sample after heating (A), and                                  

XRD pattern of the corresponding sample (B).

This indicates that in addition to Au NPs the structures consisted of Ag NPs after heating. 

The particles could be made of Au-Ag alloy or a combination of individual Au and Ag NPs

dispersed in/on the glass.  The Ag NP formation was further confirmed by X-ray diffraction

measurements which showed two prominent peaks- one at 38.120 and the other at 44.270, that

are characteristic of Au and Ag NPs.  It is also interesting to note that all other peaks due to
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AgCl, that were present before heating, had vanished upon heating.  This means that burning

off /decomposition of the polymer at an elevated temperature accompanied conversion of

AgCl to Ag NPs which increased the intensities of the (XRD) peaks at 38.120 and at 44.270. 

This is also consistent with the UV-vis spectrum of heat treated sample slide35.

6.3.3 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopic Studies 

The patterned glass slides were further studied by CLSM, both before heating and after

heating. The CLSM pictures are shown in Figure 6.5. The micrograph of the sample before

heating, Figure 6.5(A) consisted of parallel lines of about 1 m width with the separation

between two lines of 1.5 m. The dimensions of these lines and their separations match well

with those measured by optical microscopy as mentioned above. The three-dimensional nature

of the imprints could easily be seen from the micrograph. Also, interesting to note is the fact

that the lines are continuous indicating a good quality transfer of lines from the mold to the

substrate surface.  In addition it is important to note the heights of the lines are nearly uniform

with little defect.  The corresponding micrograph of the heated sample is shown in Figure

6.5(B).  It is interesting to note that the sharp lines changed to less sharp but clear lines upon

heating.  The dimensions of the lines and their separation did not get affected though due to

heating.  However, along the lines unevenness is clear. The lines seem to be broken, which is

probably due to the presence of composite NPs and possible absence of polymer.
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Figure 6.5 CLSM micrographs of the patterned surface before heating (A) and after heating

(B).

6.3.4 Cross Pattern Generation 

We also pursued the possibilities of cross-pattern generation of the NP composites using

the present method.  When the mold was used for the second time after the first imprint,

before the film was completely dry and without the use of any “ink”, cross-pattern formation

could be observed as per the separation of “hills” in the mold.  A confocal micrograph of a

typical pattern is shown in Figure 6.6 (A). The film consisted of AgCl and Au NPs as before

B

A
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and the content was not further probed as it was deemed not necessary. As clear form the

figure well separated patterns could be made with separation between the lines on the order of

the sizes of the “valleys” (first imprint) in one direction, while the separation is equal to

“hills” (second imprint) in the other direction.  In the first imprint the materials are imprinted

on the substrate from the top of the “hills” when placed on the substrate surface.  On the other

hand the second imprint merely removes the composite upon pressing of the mold.  This

means the separation between the lines follows the width of the “hills”. This is how

cross-patterns were created with two different periodicities.  It is also possible that while

pressing for the second time the mold not only removes the materials from the places where

“hills” of the mold impresses upon the surface but also moves them up along the “valleys”.  In

other words, the original imprints were chiseled out by the second pressing and parts of the

materials from the imprints might have moved up along the “valleys” of the mold during

second pressing. When the imprinted composite patterns were heated as before at 3000C for

30 min, the polymer component was removed as before and imprints with Au and Ag NPs

were left on the glass slide. Confocal micrograph of a typical such imprint of cross patterns is

shown in Figure 6.6(B). As clear from the figure, the general patterns of NPs with distribution

of arrays of them follow that of the original imprint before heating. The separation between

the particles in the arrays follows typically that of the separation of the “hills” and “valleys” in

the original mold in either direction of the arrays. It may be mentioned there that individual

imprints of arrays are not singular NP of either of Ag or Au. Each dot in the arrays represent

materials that are made of Au and Ag NPs, whose separation and number depend on the exact

initial concentration of HAuCl4 and AgNO3 that finally turn into NPs.  However, each dot in
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the arrays represents a collection of NPs well separated such that their NP character is not lost.

Figure 6.6 Confocal micrographs showing the cross pattern before heating (A), and after

heating (B).

6.3.5 Scanning Electron Microscopic Studies 

In order to ascertain the nature of the particles in the lines and to determine the sizes of the

particles, on individual lines after heating, the glass slides were studied by SEM. A typical

micrograph of a slide with only parallel line patterns before heating is shown in Figure 6.7(A).

 As clear from the figure, the NPs could be seen deposited along the lines according to the
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dimensions of the imprint.  Also, important to note is that there is uniform distribution of NPs

along the lines. This indicates that the NPs were present homogeneously in the original 
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Figure 6.7 Scanning electron micrographs of the patterned surface before heating (A), after

heating (B).
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mixture (ink) and their transfer quality in the process of imprint were good.  Energy dispersive

X-ray (EDX) analysis confirmed the presence of Ag, Au, and carbon on the lines supporting

the presence of polymer-NPs composite in the transferred imprints. When the slides were

heating at 3000C for 30 min the polymer in the lines were removed, the AgCl salt got

converted to Ag and thus the lines were then made of Ag and Au composite NPs.  A typical

SEM image is shown of a slide after heating is shown in Figure 6.7(B). As can be clearly seen

from the figure, the Au-Ag lines are well separated and maintaining the ordered arrangement

as it was before heating. EDX analysis of the line evidenced the presence of Au, Ag and very

little amount of carbon. In other words, the polymer was essentially removed from the slides

after heating.  It is also interesting to note in Figure 6.7 (B) that each line consisted of few

NPs along its width and the NPs were well separated, and have not merged into larger NPs.

The process of imprint and subsequent heating did not destroy the essential nano-dimesnions

of the particles.  The uniform distribution of NPs along the lines is also an important point to

note here.

6.3.6 Deposition of PANI on the Composite Lines   

We were further interested to find out whether a conducting polymer PANI could be deposited

along the lines guided by the pattern of deposited NPs; i.e. template deposition of PANI.  This

is important from the microelectronics point of view where polymer-NP composite would act

as electrode and sensor elements.  Also PANI deposited on a substrate surface in a patterned

fashion could act as sensor.  It has already been established that Au NPs can catalyze

polymerization as well as form composite with PANI.   In the present case we had glass slide
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coated with patterned Au-Ag NP composite.  Hence there was an opportunity to have

PANI-metal NP composite patterns on the slide.  For this purpose, glass slides patterned with

Ag-Au NPs were dipped in anilinium ion solution containing HAuCl4, as described in the

experimental section 6.2.9. The deposition of PANI on the glass can be seen by formation of

green color on the slides. The excess PANI deposition was removed by sonicating the slide in

water for 10 min.  The polymer so deposited was dried in the air and analyzed by SEM and

AFM.  A typical SEM image of the deposited polymer slides is shown in Figure 6.8 

Figure 6.8 Scanning electron micrograph of the patterned surface with deposition of PANI .

As clear from the figure, the PANI deposited on the slide as per the original pattern of the

Au-Ag composite NPs.  The PANI depositions took place in the form of lines of width of
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about 0.8-1.2 m and separation between two lines of about 1-1.5 m.  This is consistent with

the original deposition patterns. Also, the presence of Au NPs in the PANI (which could

actually be composite) might make the imprints appear like particles rather than continuous

polymer deposits.

6.3.7 Atomic force Microscopic Studies 

The PANI deposited slides were further investigated by AFM, a typical two-dimensional

view (height profile) of which is shown in Figure 6.9 (A).  As clear from the figure, uniform

deposits of PANI in the form of lines according to the pattern of the original Au-Ag NP lines

on the slide were deposited. The dimensions of the lines and their separation also match with

the original patterns. Also, three-dimensional view of the lines, shown in Figure 6.9(B), which

clearly indicates three-dimensional nature of the deposit. The height of a line was measured to

be about 100 nm.  Considering that the NPs have diameters up to 30 nm, the height of the

lines could be roughly assigned as 50 nm.  Thus we have been able to deposit PANI in a

predefined fashion as per the pattern of the metal NPs. Also, important to mention here is that

the deposition of PANI on the slide could take place only in the presence of metal NPs on the

slide and NPs in the solution generated along with PANI in the solution.  It is more likely that

Au NPs were also present in the deposits on the lines along with PANI, as polymer alone

could not be deposited.  Also, even if polymer could be deposited on the slide they would not

be “sticking” to the slides as the polymer could easily be taken out in the presence of

ultrasonic waves in water.
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Figure 6.9 (A) Atomic force micrograph of the polyaniline deposition on the pre-patterned

Ag-Au composite lines. (B) A 3D view of the surface. 

6.3.8 Retention of Reversibility in acid/ base doping-dedoping

Finally, we were interested to know whether PANI deposited on the glass slides retains its

acid-base properties.  It is well established that the emeralidine salt form of PANI could easily

subject to acid-base treatment and would change its color depending on the pH of the treating

solution.  Different colorimetric sensors have been developed based on this property of PANI. 

In order to carry out the tests, Au-Ag composite NPs were deposited on micoglass slides

without pattern.  In other words, polymer-metal NPs were first spin coated on the glass slide

to make a thin film.  This was followed by burning off the polymer as before (refer to sections

6.2.9 and 6.2.11).  The slides were then left with deposits of Au-Ag composite NPs without

any specific patterns i.e. with random distribution of the NPs.  This was required for UV-vis

measurement as a larger sample size was necessary.  The slides were then treated with a

solution containing HAuCl4 and anilinium ions.  PANI formation could be observed with the

appearance of characteristic green color.  The slides were then taken out of the solution and

cleaned using a procedure as mentioned before. The UV-vis spectrum of the as-prepared

deposits on the glass slide is shown in Figure 6.10 (A).  As clear from the figure, there are two

characteristic peaks of PANI one at 420 nm and the other at 875 nm.  These peaks are due to

emeraldine salt form of PANI, which matches with the green color of the slide.  The slides

were then treated with NaOH to convert PANI into emeraldine base form.  The color of the
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slides turned blue and UV-vis spectrum of the slide, shown in Figure 6.10 (B), consists of

peak at 400 nm and 480 nm indicating the conversion into emeraldine base form.  The slide

when further treated with acid turned green.  The UV-vis spectrum again consisted of peaks at
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Figure 6.10 UV-vis spectra of the (A) green form of PANI deposited on Ag-Au composite;

(B) blue form of PANI obtained upon treating with base; and (C) green form of PANI

A

B
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recovered from the blue form upon treatment with acid.  Multiple (identically prepared) slides

were also used to obtain better quality spectra.

420 nm and 875 nm confirming the conversion into emeraldine salt form.  The present

observations are important as we have a thin film deposit of PANI on glass slides, with the

full retention of acid-base characteristics as well as the color characteristic of the polymer. 

These films could be useful for applications where conducting polymer-metal NPs could act

as electrodes, sensors and actuators.

6.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have reported the development of a new method of generation of

patterned array deposits of Au-Ag composite NPs.  The method is based on a soft-lithography

approach where initial metal NPs-polymer composite was used as ink to imprint line patterns

on glass slides using a mold.  The burning off of the polymer left composite NPs as per the

original line patterns on the glass slide.  The sizes and shapes of the NPs did not apparently

change.  On the other hand, AgCl present in the original ink got converted into Ag NPs. 

Further, PANI could be deposited on the slides along the patterns of the NPs.  In addition, the

deposited PANI retained its acid-base characteristics.  Analytical measurements were used to

confirm the depositions and to characterize the NPs and the polymer.  AFM measurements

indicate the depositions of think lines of PANI with heights on the order of 50 nm.  These

three-dimensionally patterned polymer-metal NP composite structures may be useful in

optoelectronic devices, photonic devices, fuel cell electrodes and optical coatings.  
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